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THEORY OF INTELLIGENCE

It is necessary, as a first step, to formulate a definition 3f intelligence.

The usual criterion for a definition is, of course, that the term in question in

conjunction with other terms in the theory lead to testable hypotheses. The

definition must lead to scientifically useful consequences. It is also reasonable

to eoploy a secondary criterion on occasion. Since intelligence tests are in

common use, and since these tests have become firmly entrenched in this society,

the definition of intelligence should be tied directly to available measuring

devices. This second criterion is compatible with a philosophy of science that

does not dictete an operational definition for every concept in the theory, but

it is more convenient to have operational definitions for certain terms in the

theory than for others.

Definition of intelligence. intelligence is defined as the entire repertoire

of acquired skills, knowledge, limning sets, and generalization tendencies con-

sidered intellectual in nature that are available at any one period of time. An

iutelltgence test contains items that Sample the totality of such avjuisitions.

Intelligence so defined is not an entity such as Spearman's "mental energy." In-

stead the definition suggests the Thomson "multiple bonds" approach. Nevertheless

for the sake of convenience intelligence will be discussed as if it were a unitary

disposition to solve intellectual problems.

There is one important difference from Thomsonle multiple bonds, et least as

the Thomson theory has at times been interpreted, that should be clarified. It

is not essential that the person whose intelligence is measured have acquired a

specific response to each stimulus or set of stimuli presented. Learning sets

and generalization tendencies were introduced in the definition to preclude

critical interpretations of this type.

The definition of intelligence here proposed would be circular as a function
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of the use of "intellectual" if it were not for the fact that there is a consensus

among psychologists as to the kinds of behavios that are labelled intellectual.

Thus the Stanford-Binet and the Wechsler tests can be considered e- mples of this

consensus and define the consensus. It is also true that a present consensus does

not rigidly define intellectual for all time to come. One should expect change

to occur. This change will come slowly, however, because the process of changing

the definition of a test in terms of the items composing it is a slow one. As the

empirical basis for change primary reliance must be placed on functional relation-

ships involving the total score on the test.

Contrast with Olaer Operationalism. This definition differs from the statement

that intelligence is what intelligence tests measure. When the intercorrelations

of several different intelligence tests do not approximate unity closely after

correction for attenuation, the strict operacionalist is left with as many different

definitions of intelligence as there are tests. From the present point of view,

however, one would not expect different tests to be perfectly correlated since each

samples a domain that is fairly heterogeneous with a limited number of items.

Parallel forms of the same test chould be more highly correlated than different

intelligence tests since in tha former there is no item sampling error and there

is near identity of parallel items.

A problem Arises in trying to set a desired height of intercorrelationa of

tests sampling from the same domain. There is no easy answer. An a priori

approach is not possible since a great deal depends on the number of items in

each test and the degree of homogeniety of the domain. A combination of a

rational snalyeis of the content of the testa in question plus a distribution of

the intercorrelations of the proposed tests provides a partial answer. Tests

of satisfactory reliabiliy but whose correlations vith otter intelliaence teats

*re not a part of the main distribution of such correlations can be considered
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inadequate representatives of the domain. By this criterion a typical culture fair

test of intelligence is not an acceptable measure of intelligence at this point in

time.

A second difference between the two approaches to definition is that the pre-

sent one fits into a larger context. Knowledge of learning and of the constitu-

tio.al bases for learning become important. As a result the definition here

proposed leads to testable hypotheses concerning :intelligence.

A third differeace between the present definition and older, more super-

ficial operationalism is that a distinction is made between the repertoire of

responses, which is intelligence as here, defined, end the eliciting of those

responses on the teat. A person whose repertoire of responses is for sow.? reason

not available at the time the test is administered can still be intelligent. This

distinction is often phrased in the psychalsgical literature as that between

learning and performance, but the emphasis here is between acquired knowledge and

skill, on the one hand, and performance on the other.

Discrepancies between intelligence and performance on an intelligence test

can conceiveily arise in a very large number of ways. The test constructer and

the teat administrator try to minimise the discrepancies by writing reliable,

unambiguous items, by standardising the conditions of test administration, and by

specifying the populations of persons and the set of situations for which the

test is appropriate. How successful such efforts are is an empirical matter and

cannot be evaluated in the arm chair. A useful generalisation from a great deal

of such research is that intellectual performance is relatively robust. It is

not affected substantially by many of the a priori possibilities. This finding

should not, however, be taken as en excuse for careless or unsophisticated use of

intelligence tests.

I;
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Biological Substrate. Since most theorists have defined intelligence as a

capacity, generally fixed by inheritance, it is necessary to specify the reasons

why this seems undesirable. It should be clearly understood at the outset that

the present writer does not exclude the possibility, or rather probability, that

constitutional differences among men affect the ease with which intellectual dis-

positions are acquired. He prefers the term "biological substrate" for intelli-

gence to cover these differences while intelligence is reserved for the acquired

disposition.

Biological differences can arise from many causes. In addition to genetically

determined diffgrences, biological differences can be acquired prenatally, par-

inatally, and postnatally. Furthermore, the genetically determined differences

aru far from unitary. Instead the genes are responsible for a huge complex of

anatomical and biochemical factors. It is extremely doubtful that physiological

psychologists are going to find a single key to the differential facility the

human possesses in the acquisition of intellectual dispositions. Biological sub-

strate and genetic substrate, respectively, for intellectual performances are more

appropriate term, than a word which suggests an entity.

From the point of view of the user of an intelligence test the most important

reason for not defining intelligence in terms of a genetic substrate is that a

given person's standing with respect to genetic factors can not be inferred from a

test score. The test measures acquired behavior. Independent assessment of the

genetically determined biological base is presently possible for only a tiny por-

tion of the human population, a. g., phenylketonouria. Some few of the acquired

organic differences can be independently assessed, e. g., certain of the birth

"injuries." Experimental control is lacking in studies of human genetics so that

it is even impose ibis to draw conclusions about relative contribution to variance

7
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of genetic factors in an snalysis of variance design.

The construct of a genetic substrate for intelligence is required more by

general biological knowledge and belief in biological continuity from lower animals

co an than by good information concerning human genetics. Family relationship

and other experimentally uncontrolled studies of human genetics are suggestive but

not convincing. It is difficult to believe, however, that the controlled breeding

studies of behavioral traits in lower animals could not be duplicated with the

human if controls were possible. More basic to this line of reasoning is the

inference that any inter - species Difference will also show intra-species differ-

ences. There are clearvJt differences between man and other primates in the

genetic substrate for intelligence. It ie reasonable to assume that individual

men will also differ in their genetic substrate for use of symbols, abstract rea-

soning and problem solving, etc.

While a biological aubatrate for intelligence is made necessary by biological

knowledge, the construct con not et the present time enter into testable hypotheses

in any except the moet general fashion. Any given organism may have innate capa-

city for the development of hin intelligence, but the limits of this are very

nebulous indeed. This capacity, furthermore, is not necessarily fixed at a given

level throughout the life span. There may be genetically determined differences

in the rate of maturation and of decline of the biological substrate that will in-

fluence individual differences in intelligence. It ie safe to conclude that no

Amount of training will transform a chimpanzee into a human being intellectually,

or a Mongoloid into a genius, but present data do not allow much more specific

inferences then these.

Psycho-social Substrate. For basically the same reason that a test user can

not draw inferences concerning genetic causes from a test score, he can not draw
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inferences concerning environmental causes from a test score. Each human being is

biologically unique. Two different biological organisms developing in seemingly

Identical environments will acquire different intellectual repertoires. Identical

biological organisms developing in different environments will also acquire differ-

ent intellectual repertoires. It is also true that similar repertoires can result

from different mixes of heredity and environment. It is useful, therefore, to

define a concept parallel to the biological substrate.. namely, the psycho-social

substrate. The psycho-social substrate for intelligence is Just as important as

the biological substrate, but is almost equally difficult to assess independently.

Furthermore, the two are by no means orthogonal. Probable genetic differences

among social classes, for example, accompany psycho-social differences.

It was stated earlier with respect to the biological substrate that only the

most general sorts of inferences could be drawn legitimately. The same is true

concerning the psycho-social substrate. If a man were raised in isolation, his

intelligence would be very low. Quasi experimental approaches to this condition

are furnished by canal boat and gypsy children (Anastesi, 1958). It is also

probable that one could increase the quality of the psycho - social substrate with

respect to developing intelligence and obtain an increase in intellectual level,

but relatively little is known experimentally about this matter. Again, a quasi

experimental approach to this problem is furnished by the comparison of intelli-

gence of World War I and World War II draftees (Tuddenham, 1948) and of the World

War II and 1963 norms of the Air Force Classification teats (Tupes and Shaycoft,

L964). The results are quite dramatic. Between the two World Wars, the increase

cmounted to approximately one standard deviation of the World War I distribution

while subsequent to World War I/ the increase appears to be about one-half of a

standard deviation.

9
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In summary, response Acquisition requires both a biological (including

genetic) substrate and a psycho-social substrate which interact throughout the

life span. Responses are acquired, and lost, dur.:.mg development, maturity, and

decay. Ale test user can not draw specific inferencea from a en:fleet's test

scorn about either of the two substrates.

Types of Behavioral Repertoiree. A distinction is drawn traJi.ionally between

intelligence and achievement tests. A naive statceent of the difference is that

the intelligence test measures capae..y to learn cnd the achievement test measures

what hes been learned. Skit items in all psycholocical and educational tests

measure acquired behavior. The measures of even the simplest sensory and motor

functions require a background of learning in ordtr for the examinee to understand

the directions and to provide answers.

A statement that recognizes the incongruity of a behavioral measure as a

measure of capacity is that intelligence testa contain items that all examinees

have had an equal opportunity to learn. This statement can be dismissed as false

on its face. The psycho-social substrate is eimOy not equal for all. Opportunity

depends on the characteristics of father and mother, siblings, other relatives,

friends, the neighborhood, the schools, and ether environment. There is no merit

in maintaining a fiction. There is also no merit In belaboring this fiction as

an argument against the use of tests.

Intelligence is here defined as the totality of responses available to the

organism at any one period of time for the solut..en of intellectual problems.

Intellectual is defined by a consensus among payehologists. The intelligence

teat samples the responds' in tha subject's repor,:cire at the time of testing.

So defined, there are no differences in kind between intelligence and achievement,

or between aptitude and achievement. There are instead three dimensions appro-

10



priate to the description of tests and the repertoires they sample (Humphreys,

1962). There are quantitative differences among different types of teats on

these dimensions.

1. The most important of these dimensions is breadth. An intelligence test

is much broader in coverage than individual achievement tests. Concurrent corre-

lations between intelligence And achievement in a specific subject matter arc

quite high, but far from perfect. When a number of achievement tests in different

subject matters aro administered, thus achieving greater breadth on the achieve-

ment side, the total score obtained from the test battery is very highly correlated

with measured intelligence. As a matter of fact, this correlation is about as

high as the intercorrelations among recognized tests of intelligence.

2. A second dimension of difference Le the extent to which a test is defined

by a specific educational program. The achievement test is tied to a particular

academic curriculum while the intelligence test samples both learning in school

and out of school. An achievement test must be revised when the course of study

changes while an intelligence teat is more independent of whet is being taught in

a particular school at a particular period of time. The psycho-social substrate

for the achievement test is more narrowly defined.

3. A third dimension of difference is the recency of the learning sampled.

The achievement test measures recent learning primarily while the intelligence

test samples older learning. Thus 8th grade arithmetic is a part of the "apti-

tude" section of the College Board teats and high school algebra is tapped by the

"aptitude" section of the CracWate Record Examination, but similar questions

administered in the 8th or 9th grade would be achievement Item'.

The use of aptitude requires additional clarification. The term is used

commonly for one of the components of general intelligence as well as for an

ability not considered a component of intelligence. The former is the sense of

1
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its use by the College Board and the Graduate Record Examination. Aptitude is

also used at times in a very general sense to include both intelligence and non-

intellectual abilities. No matter how used, however, there is no problem in

fitting aptitude into the present analysis of differences among test items and the

behavioral repertoires they sample. When used narrowly, aptitude and intelligence

teats differ on the first dimension, but not on the second and third. Both apti-

tude and achievement teats would be classified as narrow, but an aptitude test in

contrast to an achievement test assesses older Learning that is not restricted to

the classroom.

The dimensional analysis is useful in indicating why there is confusion con-

cerning the proper category in which to place certain tests. Just because differ-

ences among test item.) are quantitative and not qualitative, it is possible for

one man's intelligence test to be another man's achievement test. Thus Jensen

(1968) categorises the National Merit Scholarship Examination as an intelligence

test, but precisely the same items are used in the Iowa Tests of Educational

Development for assessing achievement. Frequently, the distinction between

achievement and intelligence (or aptitude) tests is stated in terms e. the purpose

for which the test is used (Wesman, 1968). Purpoee is independent of type of

item. A test used for the preection of future performance is called an aptitude

test whit, the same test used to evaluate learning is called en achievement test.

Thus, there is no conflict between the present definition of intelligence and the

types of items used in measuring achievement and aptitude.

Contributions of Learning to Theory. Several different well established

principles of *.earning contribute to the theory of intelligence being developed.

The principle,' that are most useful are very broad end are also independent of the
4

nuances of various learning theories. They might be said to be within the public

12
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domain of accepted psychological knowledge.

1. One of the most important principles of learning for the development of

intelligence is the presence of an intellectual psycho-social substrate. No one

can learn to use abstract words. who has had no contact with language. In the

. school the parallel principle ie that of curriculum. A student will not acquire

mathematical knowledge and skills who has had no exposure to mathematice. Note,

furthermore, that it is exposure, not adequacy of exposure, that Ls the issue.

In experimental attacks on type of exposure, type makes little contribution to

variance. There are many cases also in which the exposure was highly ideosyncratic,

e. g., Abraham Lincoln studying by fire light.

2. There must be motivation cr incentive to learn. Mbtivation may be positive

or negative, intrinsic or extrinsic, but must be present in some form. This

statement of principle ie intended to avoid an issue important in the psychology of

While reinforcement for some theorists is en essential part of the

mechanism of learning, for others reinforcement is necessary for performance but

not for learning per se. Nevertheless, all theorists acknowledge the importance

of motivation for increased effectiveness of performance. Latent or incidental

learning may exist, but it is very inefficient, and motivation is required for

performance.

Given the fact that children differ in the type and degree of motivation for

intellectual learning at a given moment in time, what is the source for these

differences? There are again biological and psycho-social substrates for motiva-

tion as well as for intelligence. In this case the psycho-social substrate in-

cludes both the reinfoccement history and current situational factors. In the

absence of ability to manipulate the genetic substrate, for one who is interested

in changing the course tl future Learning the necessary procedure is to control

13
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type of exposure and to reinforce the behavior desired.

3. Forgetting is very slow for well learned or overlearned behavior. Given

occeional rehearsal of learned behavior, practically no forgetting occurs. This

means with respect to the development of intelligence thai\qe intellectual

repertoire continues to grow as long as the subject remains in an tellectual

environment. This environment does not need to be an academic envir .went since

an educated man cast away on an uninhabited island with a set of encycl pedias

could still remain in an intellectual environment. There will be so little loss,

in comparison with gain, for students during the school years that loss can ba

disregarded. For purposes of assessing the gain a total score uncorrected for

differences in chronological age must be used; i. e., mental age units are ade-

quate, but intelligence quotient units are not. With respect to the latter a

person who does not show as much growth as his fellows will show a loss in I. Q.

4. Transfer of training takes place typically within a domain that the man

on the street would consider quite narrow. In general measured transfer turns

out to be less than nonpsychologists assume will be the case. For the development

of intelligence this means that a great many relatively specific learnings have

to take place. Primates can develop learning sets, but Harlow's monkeys learn

relatively narrow sots (Harlow, leo), a. g., the odd stimulus among a set of

three. It takes each monkey s relattvely large number of trials to acquire each

such set. While the human brings to the learning situation a different and more

efficient constitutional substrate for the acquisition of learning sets, or con-

cepts, than does the monkey, it is still necessary for the human to acquire a very

large number of these within the intellectual domain. (The number of these in the

human is indicated roughly by the site of his comprehensive vocabulary.) While

he does not have to acquire separately and individually each specific response

14
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that psychologists would lsble intellectual, even the number of learning sets or

generalization tendencies is very large so that a great deal of time is required

for the learning.

5. Transfer is not only fairly narrow, but it can also be both positive and

negative. Proactive inhibition is just as important as proactive facilitation.

OT) to revert to terms that are more common in the literature of individual dif-

ferences, a person can as readily enquire a disability as an ability. Certain

dieabilitier are quite stable and quite resistant to change. Thus every person

acquires to a greater or less degree a disability to speak a foreign language

w 'About accent. Pew adults are able to overcome this disability. There are a

very large number of items in the intellectual repertoire and each of these has

both positive and negative effects on future response acquisition.

Contribution of &dui to Theory,. Again, only the most general principles

will be described. Unfortunately, the number of principles and their specificity

in this area are not as directly pertinent to the development of intelligence as

are the principles of learning. This arises because of the difficulties attendant

upon doing controlled experimental work on the functioning of the human central

nervous system and upon human genetics.

L. The companion principle to the first learning principle is that the sub -

ject must have a minimally adequate biological substrate. Persons showing the

lowest levels of intelligence typically have biologically inadequate organisms.

Children with phenylketonouria, Mongolism, cretinism, etc. will not be able to

acquire intellectual behavior at a normal rate. Their capacity to learn is not

well defined, and can be drastically underestimated, bur capacity is none the less

limited by their biological limitations.

2. The important distinction between phenotype and genotype is meaningless

unless there is independent assessment of the genotype. A diagnosis of genetically

15
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determined feeble mindedness from a test score is not possible. The combination

of psycho-social and biological substrates leading to performance at the moron

level may differ widely from one person to another who test at that level. It is

useful at this point to repeat the injunction presented earlier: namely, it is

impossible to draw causal implications concerning any substrate from the test

score alone.

3. Each human being is biologically unique as a function of the number of

chromosomes and number of genes in the genetic substrate and the large number of

biological effects of events in the prenatal, perinatal, and postncal environ-

ments. It is not even necessary to exclude monoiygotic twins in making this

statement, although the uniqueness of genotypes must be discarded for such twins.

In spite of the uniqueness of genotypes, it is also true that there is a cluster-

ing of sorts among genotypes. This arises from the partial segregation of gene

pools in sub-populations of the human species.

4. The biological substrate for intelligence includes a very large number of

specific anatomical structures, physiological functions, and biochemical agents.

It is highly probable that there are genetically determined individual differences

in each of these and that these individual differences are for the most part inde-

pendent of each other. The characteristics of all synapses in a given organism

can probably not be determined from those of a particular synapse, or the char-

acteristics of one ganglion in b given organism are not those of all ganglia.

There are also possible a multitude of environmental effects on the biological

organism that start at the moment of conception and extend throughout the life

span.

Developmental Principles. There are at least two important principles for a

theory of intelligtnvA that can not be clearly distinguished as either /earning
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principles or biological principles. Both maturation and learning are presumably

involved.

1. A personts present behavioral repertoire is an imperfect predictor of a

future repertoire. This principle has been well documented by Fleishman and

associates for motor learning (1954, 1q55, 1960). Early trials ate not correlated

nearly as highly with later trials as adjacent trials are to each other. For

the intellectual repertoire the principle has been substantiated by Anderson (1940)

and !toff (1941). These latter invest4atore found that gains in mental age from

year to year were independent of the babe mental age at the start of the year.

There is ample a priori rationale for this principle. There is a great deal

of seeming randomness in anyone's environment which will affect the psycho-social

substrate and even at times the biological substrate for intelligence. The school

a child attends, the particular teacher to whom a child happens to be assigned,

the particular peer group he happens to become intimate with, the characteristics

of his parents and siblings, accidents producing nervous system injuries, ill-

nesses leaving neurcl defects, all of these impinge on the developing organism and

interact with his current status. Such influences, e. g., characteristics of

parents and sibs, Are only partially correlated at beet with the characteristics

of the child. This means that motivation to learn fluctuates somewhat unpre-

dictably and exposure to varioue kinds of learning is somewhat unpredictable.

Both lead to unpredictability of future learning and thus to an uncertain future

repertoire.

Biological development also does not proceed at the same rate for all

structures nor for all individuals. Those who arrive at sexual maturity early

tend to be taller than their age mates at that time, but achieve shorter adult

height. There is a possible genetic basis for differential growth rates that
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would account for reduced correlations between present Statue and future develop-

ment. Thus it is not possible to rule out unevenness in biological development

as at least a partial cause of the findings of Anderson and Roff. There is a

seeming randomness in both the biological and psycho-social substrates that leads

to imperfect predictions of future status.

2. Desirable human characteristics tend to be positively correlated with

each other. This principle is particularly evident in unselected samples from

the entire population. For example, in an American or Western European population

the correlation between height and intelligence is approximately .25. There is

evidence (Husen, 1959) that this relationship is not genetically determined but

that it may be determined prenatally. As another example, the ability to make

simple perceptual discriminations is positively correlated with general verbal

knowledge. Some of these positive correlations may be determined genetically,

some by the psycho-social environment, and some by biological "accidents." What-

ever the explanation may be, however, the principle is important Cr o a theory of

intelligence.

Summary. This chapter introduced n behavioral definition of intelligence

that goes beyond the simple statement that intelligence is what intelligenc, tests

measure. The behavioral repertoire that is called intelligence and that is

sampled under controlled conditions by intelligence tests, develops out of

biological, including genetic, and psycho-social substrates, but without indepen-

dent assessment of these substrates it is not possible to make inferences about

them from a test score.

From this definition it follow. that there are no qualitative differences

among intelligence, aptitude, and achievement, but there are quantitative differ-

ences along three separate dimensions. These are the breadth of the repertoire,
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its age, and its tie or lack thereof to a specific educational experience. From

these defined properties of the concept of intelligence and from some very aenera/

principles of learning, genetics, and development, testable hypotheses can be

derived. These are presented in the next chapter.
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HYPOTHESES DtVELOPED PROM THI: THEORY

Hypotheses derived from the theory are presented in this chapter. The

deductions are not tight because the theoretical statements are not quantitative.

Quantitative statements can come only from more and better data, and the rigor of

the deductions is not important if there is a consersus that the conclusions do

indeed follow from the theory. At any rate, the check of theorem against data is

the conclusive step in the enterprise.

It La obvious that many of the hypotheses are circular; i. e., the theory was

derived from the data concerning intelligence testa end the nature of intelligence

teats, and the "tests" of the theory had known outomes at the time the hypotheses

were derived. Certain one represent predictions from the theory for which data

are not available, however, and consequently represent better checks on its

adequacy.

Three important classes of hypotheses will be discussed. One class includes

effects on mean performance of groups. A second c%ess includes effects on sta-

bility of individual differences. The third class Includes predictions or con-

current inferences made from intelligence tests. 34oth of the latter classes in-

volve effects on correlations, but in the second class the emphasis is on the

stability of intellectual performances while in the third class the emphasis is on

generality.

Mean Performance of Groups. A few of the hypatheees that follow from the

theory are almost trivial, but are worth stazing as an antidote t% s.ommon psycho-

logical and lay thinking concerning the fixed naturq of intelligence. It must

also be remembered that changes in means will be represented by arbitrary scales

of measurement with a mean and standard deviation based upon the performance of

some reference group. Change is expressed in age or grade units, or in standard

scores within age or grade groups.
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When da:a are used to support hypotheses in this area, it must also be recog-

nized that experimental controls are frequently lacking. Statistical control in-

volving some variant of the partial correlational technique such as covariance

analysis is never a complete eulmetitute for the control obtained through random

assignment of subjects to experimental groups. For one thing, measurement error

reduces the accuracy of statiatical control. Failuts to measure at. important

component of variance is a second source of inadequate control. It is also possible

to control too much variance statistically and, as it 4tere, throw the baby out with

the bath. Pnrtialling reeding comprehension measures out of relationships in-

volving intelligence tests would be considerad suspect by most investigators.

There would be more debate concerning the partialling out oC a measure of socio-

economic status from those same relationship!. The presence of debate and the

lack of objective answers on such issues indicates all too clearly the ha2ards

involved. The lack of experimental control does not mean that research work

should cease on important problems. It does mean that a careful investigator will

be modest with reeprct to the conclusions he draws from his data.

1. Change will occur. The evidence here was referred to earlier. Isolated

and depr'-ed groups show progressive decline° in intelligence. The population of

the United States, as evaluated by military tests, has shown a progressive

incrense in intelligence. Scottish children between 1933 and 1947 showed an in-

crease in intelligence, as measured by the group test administered on both occa-

glonn (Scottish Council for Research in Educction, 1949). After equating the

016 and 1937 Stanford-Binet individual testi t,y an inadequate methodology, how-

ever, the original inves'igatcre concluded aat "real" intelligence, i. e., that

we.lgotvd by an individual test, had not risen. The present writer using published

dntn and a more ndequate methodology (Humphreys, 1970) has shown that the
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individual test results were almost completely parallel to the group test results.

The Scottish gain is not as large as the American gain, but the Scottish retest

occurred immediately after the close of World War II. The children tested LA not,

ey any means, had a normal Scottish educational exprience.

2. Measurable change will occur only with the expenditure of substantial

effort. The Literature concerning the affects of various educational methods is

pertinent here. Training experiments lasting up to one semester and involving an

hour or Less per day have little differential effect on performance. The effects

of brief cramming or review passions prior to taking an intelligence or college

entrance) test are consistently very small. Nationwide testing program sponsors

advise students that cramming will do little good. Yet when a young man attends

a preparatory academy fuV-time for a year, the increase in scores on tests of

the College board averages approximately 100 points on the three-digit scale

(Herron, 1965). Data ,for the separate tests are presented in Table L. Marron

also found that some preparatory schools produced greater gains than others, but

no attempt was made to explain these differences.

Census figures show that the educational Level of our population has risen

in each decade. These figures reflect n very substantial additional educational

effort over the years between the two World Wars and may well be a primary causal

factor in the measured increase in intelligence over that same period. Further-

more, there has been some decrease in the growth rate of years of formal educe-

lion since World War II, and there has been a corresponding decrease in the growth

rate of intelligence.

3. For a given level of effort there will be greater effects on young chil-

dren than on older children. Growth curves of intelhonce as a function of age

cort-anly do show decreasing returns with increase in age, Lut this finding is not
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quite to the point with respect to the application of special efforts to facili-

tate growth in intelligence with different age grows. There is also a problem

with regard to the units of measurement used since there is a general consensus

that either mental or educational age unite decrease in site with increase in

chroological ape. If change were measured in these units, empirical findings

would almost certainly be the reverse of those expected ot. the basis of the

hypothesis. Change must be measured, therefore, in relative units such as standard

score or classical intelligence quotient units. If the problems involved in the

measurement of both effort and intellectual growth are solved, however, it should

Pe easier to obtain change when the repertoire is small than when it is large.

4. Changes in intelligence are a function of the kind of intervc-iing educa-

tional experiences. Exposure to the traditional academic curriculum, with atten-

tion to the problem of the learner's motivation, should be effective in producing

change in Intelligence. Techniques of instruction conducive to the formation of

learning sets and generalization tendencies should also be effective in producing

change.

A good many years ago, Urge (1945) published data on the relationship

between retest gains on in intelligence test and intervening educational exper-

ience. There are also good recent data published by a Swedish investigator for

changes between 13 and 18 iHernquist, 1968). Since different tests were used at

the two age periods, Harnquist obtained canonical composites. The major compari-

gons involve the first canonical composite which has reliabilities of .943 end

.952 for the initial and final measures, respectively. The metric differs on the

two occasi6ns, however, with the initial standard deviation being 10.10 and the

final 8.37. There may bo a small coiling effect on the final canonical composite.

Table 2 summarizes two of Harnquietla estimates of gain to the major educe-
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Lionel groupings suggested by him. Also included are data for regressions, of scores

based upon the estimated within groups reliability of the canonical composite com-

puted by the present writer. Hernguist concluded that the gains computed from

scores regressed in accordance with the estimated "true" stabilities of the tests

' were probably most valid. Caine based upon difference scores corrected for differ-

ences in metric represent the most conservative estimate of gain. Gains computed

from estimated reliabilities are intermediate.

The present writer has little confidence that he has the last wed on the

most appropriate method of estimating gain from these data. It does not seem

reasonable to use stability coefficients, either obtained or corrected for errors

of measurement, since the experimental conditions affecting the means also pre

rumably affect the stabilities. On the other hand, something other than correcting

for a change in metric is in order. The intermediate values based upon reliability

Are more conservative the,: those based upon stability of measures over time, Hy

any method, however, gains are differentially associated with the amount and type

of intervening education. While gains for the higher groups may be somewhat

attenuated by toe ceiling effect, it is also evident that the differences among

groups are not spectacularly large, and there is much overlap. Many other factors

beyond formal schooling are obviously involved. Since subjects were not assigned

to groups at random, caution is.also indicated concerning attributions of cause.

Any laboratory analogue, on the other hand, must be considerably lees realistic

'lain the present "experiment" which lasted for 5 years.

5. For intellectual g.uwth there must be a continuous supportive psycho-

!octal substrate. There is no magic key or no critical time for intellectual

.itImulatleA. Temporarily successful Head Start type programs will not be success-

ful In the long run if the children immediately revert to the prior psycho-social

2
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environment. There must be continuing exposure and continuing effort. The ex-

posure can be readily manipulated by the society, but the effort required is that

of the learner. Social effort that does not affect individual effort will not

pay off. Current evidence concerning these issues is almost entirely lacking, but

. the obtaining of such evidence is one of the most critical research issues of our

time. It is also a difficult research area.

6. Change is slower for intelligence than fot more narrowly defined abilities.

Intervention in a narrow area will produce more rapid .1rd larger amounts of change

than intervention in a broad area. Differential gains on the so-ealled aptitude

And achievement tests of the College Board resulting from preparatory school

experience are relevant. Table I presented earlier elbowed that there is greater

gain in English and in Mathematles achievement than in Verbal or Mathematical

aptitude.

7. There will be little decline in intellectual performance in the absence

of clearly discernible biological deterioration. Since there is little forgetting

of overlearned and continuously practiced skills, the repertoire should not shrink.

Older data seemingly contradict this statement. The more recent and better coo-

trolled research, however, indicates that the well documented decline is the

result of failure to control lntargenerational differences in intelligence. Older

research was entirely cross-sectional. Cohorts of different ages were measured

at the same point in time. The more recent data (Schaie, 1965) involved measuring,

difierent cohorts at the same point in time, but an additional test administraticn

wts required of the some cohorts five years later. The analysis of variance

allows one to estrmate contributions to variance of age cohort and of aging with

the result that the former is found to make tht main contribution. A reanalysis

of the same data by Wachwitt (1970) shows this phenomenon even more clearly.
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J. The educational practices of a society will have an effect on the age at

which intelligence levels off. For example, pushing up the age limit for compul-

sory education should increase intelligence. It is of interest, in this connection,

that the 1960 revision of the Stanford.6inet Accepts the reality of mental growth

for people in general to a higher age level than earlier editions of the test.

The change in occupational patterns from a concentrstion of persona in manual labor

to en increased proportion in more intellectual occupations should have a positive

effect also.

9. There sre mean differences in intelligence among groups defined demo-

graphically. This proposition is one of the best supported in the psychological

literature. With the exception of sex differences on certain testes which were con-

ntructed to minimize such differences, all sorts of rlemographic variables show

differences on intelligence tests without resort to Na of astronomical size. Race,

section of country, rural-urban, location, education of parents, education of

examinee, school attended, level of teachers' salaries, etc., etc. all show

differences. Interpretation of these differences is another matter, however.

With adequate experimental controls en analysis of variance design could lead to

estimates of percentage contributions to variance of psycho-social and biological

substrates for the particular fixed levels of the independent variables studied.

ReJults from a fixed variable design would hardly qualify as earth shaking in

their implications for the heredity-environment issue, but in the absence of

experimental controls conclusions with respect to percentage contributions are

better characterized as meaningless rather than as limited in generality.

10. Among adult representatives of groups demographically defined it will Ue

difficult to overcome existing differences. This proposition is independent of

the attribution of degree of importance to psycho - social and biological substrates,
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or within the latter to genetic versus acquired biological differences. Psycho-

social deficits are not quickly and easily compensated for. Change takes place

slowly.

11. There will be genetic differences among members of demographically

defined groups whenever the definition of group accompanies some degree of segre-

gation of gene pooln. These differences will vary in size and sign of the differ-

ence from one of the very large number of biological characteristics to another.

To take a concrete example, Negroes will be superior to Caucasians on some char-

acteristics, inferior on others. The summation of the effects on developing in-

telligence from the entire gamut of biological characteristics will also show a

race difference, simply because it is inconceivable that the algebraic summation

of the effects of a very large number of partially segregated independent causal

factors would be zero. On the basis of present data it is not possible to specify

either the site or sign of this overall difference though it is certainly smaller

than present observed differences in performance.

12. The selective breeding experiments with lower animals, such as those by

Tryon (1929, 1940) could, with adoquate cohtrols, be replicated for high and low

intelligence groups in the human. While this experiment will probably never be

done, and with good reason, it is still useful to suggest the hypothesis. f.

summary of the control, necessary to reproduce the results with lower animals

serves to make explicit the fellecies in the thinking of those persons who place

great weight on social class or caste in human society.

The experiment starts with upper and lower groups of subjects selected from

the tails of the dietriLution of intelligence. High subjects are mated only with

high and low with low; all average subjects from the first generation ate discard-

ed. Subjects in the rext generation are again measured and offspring who do nut
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meet the standards of their parents ere ruthleaaly discarded. After about a dozen

generations of highly selective mating and discarding of unwanted offspring, rats

show two distributions of mace running ability with very little overlap. The

genetic substrate for intelligence in the human is probably more complex than the

genetic substrate for mate running in the rat, for one thing there are more

chromesomea in the human, so that many more than a dozen generations would be

required to separate bright and dull groups an equal amount in the human.

Since the t.lcsesary conditions for the experiment are so greatly at variance

with human breeding patterns, even in relatively highly stratified societies,

t '-ere is no justification from this hypothesis for an assumption of large, fixed

differences in genetic substrates among existing social classes end for the use of

this reasoning as a baste for a highly stratified class society. For example,

there is a common saying among conservatives that any revolution that abolished

existing social classes would *soon result in their reestablishment. While this

neems to be true historically, and while it is reasonable psychologically as well,

it overlcoka two importnnt factors: the new superior class would be composed of

different people than the old, with malty coming from the lowest social class;

and the offspring of the new class would he inferior to their parents, just as the

present class that currently ie in 3 power position in a highly stratified

society is inferior to their parents who were in turn inferior to theirs. That is,

without both selectivity in mating and tho ruthless discard of inadequate off-

spring, en initinl genetic difference 1,etween persons of high and low achievement

will diminish progressively in their descendants.

Stability of Individual Differences. Hypotheses in this area are mainly con-

cerned with chnnges in the raok order of individuals over time. Time is not, of

course, the effective variable, but in the absence of control If type of experience
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or growth time is the appropriate dependent variable. Research that will pin down

the factors that occur in time that produce the instability should have very high

priority.

It will also be noted that many hypotheses are parallel to those in the mean

performance of groups section. It seems reasonable that changes in rank order of

individual differences will accompany changes in the mean status of groups.

1. Stability coefficients will always be smaller than reliability coeffi-

cienta. Change is inevitable. While this generalization will be modified in

subsequent theorems by such variables as age of the subjects, amount of time in-

volved, and intervening experience, raw change is the primary phenomenon. It is

a phenomenon, furthermore, with which psychologists concerned with prediction have

not dealt in any systematic, comprehensive way.

2. Stability over time is a funition of the age of the subject. With in-

creasing age there is greater stability. This follows from the increasing size of

the intellectual repertoire with increasing age and the relative size of increments

to that repertoire as a function of age. John Anderson phrased the principle in

terms of the ch%racteristics of the part-whole correlation, assuming that incre-

ments were uncorrelated with the base at the beginning of the period. While his

data were congruent with the letter assumption, it is not necessary to make that

assumption in "deriving" the hypothesis. A correlation between increment end base

that is lower than unity after correction for Attenuation is a sufficient condi-

tion. Some degree of unpredictaldlity of future learning or development is

equired, but not complete unpredictability.

It is well known that correlations between infant and early grade school tests

of intelligence are approximately zero. This has traditionally been explained as

due to a difference in functions measured by tests at the two t:me 2eriods. This
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explan.ttion is unnecessary since chino will take place rapidly starting with the

very small infant repertoire). The data are almost ptecisely what would be pre-

dicted if the tests were measuring the Peelle function. The only discrepancy between

prediction and actual outcome, if it is real is the sampling sense, is between an

expected small positive correlation and those obtained (Bayley, 1949) small

negative correlation.

The degree of inetability of intelligence and the increasing degree of sta-

bility with age, era well shown in the intercorrelatione of mental ages obtained

In the Harv'rd Growth Study. Data for boys are shown in Table 3 and data for

girls in Table 4. One can also see in these tables some evidence for a period

t:f increasing instability around the pevio,1 of sexing maturity. This secondary

instability appears earlier in the data for girls than for boys.

3. Instability over time is as characteristic of physical traits as of in-

telligence. While there ie a psycho*socIal substrate for height and weight, it is

reasonable to believe that the genetic substrate for height and possibly weight is

relatively more important than for intelligence. Change in these characteristics

in shown in Tables S and E. Height is clearly more stable than weight and both

arc more stable than intelligence, but all show the same pattern of intercorrela.

4. The amount of instability is a function of the amount of time between test

and retest, holding ago constant. Tho continuous addition of uncorrelated or lowly

correlated increments to an initial base results in more and more change in the

rank order of individuals with the passage of time. Date previously presented in

Tablet' 3 to 6 confirm this hypothesis.

5. Change is more rapid with narrow then with broad functions. Other things

boil% equal change should be more rapid in verbal or quantitative ability alone
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than in intelligence. A prime example of this hypothesis is the learning of a

motor skill. The ineercorrelations of trials, or blocks of trials, all obtained

during a single learning session, show the same pattern of instability found for

intelligence and height over a period of several years. Changes in the rank order

of individuals obtained in the course of half a day for a very narrow, rapidly ac-

quired disposition are comparable to those obtained over a period of several ye.,rs

for a much broader, more slowly acquired dispositiol.

Stability coefficients for the College Board ?.eats for the period from Septem-

ber to March were presented in Table I along with the gains made by students in a

preparatory school. The aptitude tests show greater stability than the achievement

tests. The former sample broader and older repe:toires than the latter.

6. Change is a function of the interveninc psycho-social substrate. With

respect to intelligence there should be more change in individual differences for

students in an academic curriculum than in a Malted trade curriculum. There

should be more change among a group of professional men than among a group of

skilled workers. Change should also be dependent upon avocational interests. In

general, the greater the opportunity to add :o the intellectual rlpertoire, the

greater should be the shift of individual differences es a function of the amolalt

of time the exposure continues.

Harnquist (1968) presented regression Imefficients for the several groups

of subjects studied, but with standard deviations made available (1969) these can

Ie converted to correlations. The within group correlations for the four major

categoric.: of type of education are presented in Table 7. Within group standard

deviations are also shown. The results are in the expected direction, but they

art oiso equivocal. The two groups whose experience bete presumptively been less

ncademic have larger standard deviations which might alone produce the higher
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correlations obtained. There ie, however, no applicable correction for restriction

of range of talent: An interpretation involving restriction of range of talent,

on the other hand, depends upon equal units of measuremelt in the several parts of

the s,:ale which the possibility of a ceiling effect makes suspect. Again, as with

the moan gains, it can be said that the differences are not dramatic and that better

contrill of intervening experience than that afforded by type of schooling will be

nocesmary to test the hypothesis more precisely.

Degree of incentive to learn or strength of motivation prest:nt in a group

will he positively associated with amount of change. Students in a highly competi-

tive nendemically oriented educational institution will show more change in rank

.1tder of individual differences than will students in a more placid environment.

;t is possible that persons in a free, fluid society will show more chrn('P than

persons in a highly structured society in which position is dependent oi ss or

caste.

There appears to be no available evidence concerning this proposition. On

in anecdotal boats, there may be more early stars that crash, and stockotq that

bloom late, at colleges such as Read and Oberlin than in state college.

Investigator would, of course, have to control range of talent for any work in

ihis area.

There are dnto on amount of chance in rank order of grade averages ir c tarce

:ante university over the four year time span (Humphreys, 1968), but them` nre

presently ou compnrative data from other typos of institutions. The sic om-unt

chlAge is sufficiently Impressive, however, to give inferential supr)tt to the

ITIVOreM. In tercorrelations of independently computed semester nvera,teg ot, 711,_1

PI Table 4. It can be inferred that the changes in grades parallel, to F. (,,tent.

A( leant, changes in measured academic abilities.
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8. The stability of individual differences in intelligence from person to

person among a set of related persons is nonzero, but less than the reliabilities

of the measures. This proposition, furthermore, follows from the influences of

both the psycho-social and biological substratts. All substrates are involved in

determining individual differences in intelligence and, except for monozygotic

twins for whom there are no genetic substrate differences, all substrates differ

among sets of related persons. The much discussed regression from parent to child,

or from child to parent, for example, depends upon a finding of less than perfect

correlations between parent* and children raid nothing more. Attribution of cause

to the genetic substrate without independent assessment is barred here just as it

is in interpreting the I. Q. of an individual. Parents and children have different

childhood environments, the children themselves have different functional environ-

ments within the family, and different genotypes may interact with similar environ-

ments in a very dissimilar fashiot.

The genetic interpretation of family resemblances does have one advantage ovc.

an environmental interpretation in that the degree of resemblance expected can be

set with at least a modest degree of precision. The degree of precision must be

called modest, however, because for psychological characteristics there is some

degree of assortative mating, and the heritability coefficient is less than unity.

lnformntion is lnaing as to the number of generatioLe of assortative mating there

has been And whether the same degree of resemblance between parents held in times

pint ns in the present. Estimates of heritability of intelligence also vary from

about .8) at the top to substantially lower values. By fixing either the genetic

,ortelotion, arising from assortative mating, or the esgree of heritability,

hypotheses Involving A ronge of correlation coefficients can be tested.

9. Regression from initial standing to final stonding in intelligence is
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toward the mean of the identifiable sulhocup of which the individual is a member.

For the entire range of talent, without differential intervention in terms of

interveaing experience, the sthbility coefficient for intelligence will be less

than the reliability coefficient. All a result subgroups refined by score on the

initial test will regress more toward the population mean than would be expected

on the basis of mesurement error alone. Different forms of intervention may

accelerate, retard, or reverse the expected regression toward the population mean

and will involve instead the subgroup mean,

An example of the importance of this theorem is available in the folklore of

higher education. It has been said that the graduates of superior colleges are

no more superior than they were as entering freshmen. This allegation -- firm

data are lacking -- is typically used to belittle the quality education claims of

such colleges and places the emptwAsie on initial selection of the student body.

On the basis of the present hypothesis, however, an institution that prevents the

expected regression is doing a superior educational job.

It would not be difficult to obtain data concerning this issue. The Colleze

Board aptitude tests and the Graduate Record Examination aptitude tests are suf-

ficiently similar that one could be quite confident concerning equipercentile

conversions based on a random sample of applicants for college admissions. Com-

parison of pre and post test results for a variety of types of instituA.ons would

than be possible. There is one difficult matter that interferes with a ..omelete

assessment: the expected regression in the population in the absence of differ-

ential intervention is unknown.

The present hypothesis is intimately related to current social problems such

ne integrated education and admission of marginally qualified students to college,

but the proposition is not sufficiently precise at the moment to make the needed
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predictions. Certain extreme cases seam deer. f marginal student who quickly

fails will not profit. A marginal student who is only slightly marginal and who

survives should profit. Presumably each student should be pushed hard intellec-

tually, but it is also possible to push too hard. Out what is the result if the

student is kept in a generally superior learning environment by means of special

sections or differential standards of evaluation?

A partial answer to some of these questions is furnished by a reanalysis of

the data in the Coleman report (1966). Using partial correlation techniques to

control for variables such as sotto-economic status, MCPartland (1969) has shown

that integrated classrooms seemingly increase the academic performance of Negroes

while integrated schools having segregated classrooms do not. Similar studies

need to be done on the academic performance of Caucasian children in integrated

schools and integrated classrooms.

The efficacy of the several components of a superior learning environment is

Also unknown. In addition to faculty and facilities such as libraries and labora-

tories it is probable that the peer group itself is very important. If peers are

important, the important ones would be the functional peers, or the significant

peers, not merely those who hapien to attend the same institution. In large

universities particularly there are large numbers of functional peer groups having

vary diverse chnracteristicil. Measurement of the characteristics of the functional

peers, which ratio (1965) has done on an institutional scale, should provide very

useful information.

Validities of Intelligence. Teats. Test validities are usually descrioed by

correlation coefficients just as are the stabilitils of individual differences.

When the time interval between test and criterion is the critical variable, parallel

hypotheses result. In these cases hypotheaeo in this section are presented with n
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minimum of discussion. Hors attention will be given hypotheses concerned with the

gsneralisability over content of inferences drawn from scores on intelligence tests.

1. The extent to which predictive validities of intelligence teats will

decrease with the passage of time is a function of the age of the subjects. With

increasing age there is less shrinkage of the validity coefficients.

2. The extent to which validities of intelligence tests will decrease over

time is a function of the amount of time that intervenes between teat administra-

tion and the accumulation of criterion information. Prediction of college grades,

semester by semester, would seem to be an appropriate setting to test this hypo-

thesis. The data obtained, which show that the problem is more complex experi-

mentally than it appears superficially to us, are presented in Table 9. The

predictive validities (Humphreys, 1968) fall off very nicely in accordance with

the hypothesis. The postdicttvs validities (Humphreys, 1970) show that there has

been a change in the renk order of students' academic abilities es a function

of the educational experience, but the correlations for Junior and senior grades

are not as high as they should be if only changes in abilities were involved.

While the hypothesis is supported, the amount of change was overestimated from

the preActive validities alone.

3. Validity coefficients change more for narrow than for broad functions.

Wechsler - Bellevue intelligence quotieats should show a less steep gradient of

validEtiers than a college admissions test, since the Wechsler test represents a

Ltonder gamut of abilities than does the typical college admissions test.

Empirical support for this hypothesis can be obtained from the poatdictive study

discussed under 2 above. Table 10 contains a comparison of correlations between

the "aptitude" and advencAd test sections of the Crsdulte Record Examination and

semester grades. There is clearly more change in the correlations for the
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narrower tests (Humphreys, ibid.).

4. The gradient of validities over time is a function of the c tent of the

intervening psycho-social substrate. There should be a steeper gradient for intel-

ligence tests in a highly academic curriculum than in a skilled trade curriculum.

5. The gradient of validities over time is a function of the degree of moti-

vation present in the group. Slap of validities in a highly competitive academic

Institution will shrink more than thNie in a more placid environment.

6. Gradients of predictive validities of intelligence tests are accompanied

by similar gradients of postdictive validities. The gradients are not necessarily

identical in shape, but age, time, And intervening experience will have similar

effects both fo,ward and backward in time.

7. Intelligence tests have a broad spectrum of concurrent and predictive

validity coefficients. The intelligence test is broad, covering verbal, numerical,

figural, and piceorial items requiring a wide range of types of responses such as

assliciation, comprehension, induction, deduction, memorisation, etc. on the part

of the examinee. Furthermore, desirable qualities are positively correlated.

et, n result It is difficult to find a criterion measure in the full range of

talent for which nn intelligence test does not have n positive nonzero validity.

J. It follows from 7 above that differential validity of narrow aptitude

tests is difficult to estanlish in the full range of talent. The restriction of

range associated with passage through the educational hierarchy affects the gcner:it

factor primarily so that differential validity patterns are more readily observed

to restricted populations such as college undergraduates. Validation studies in

the military enlisted population support strongly this proposition.

9. Even though the validity spectrum ie broad the very highest validities

arc ohrailwd in educational settings, Test content le more like the academic

3 9
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curriculum content than that of other common learning experiences. Within the

educational setting the highest validities are obtained with criteria that have

the most overlap in content Ath the test. Prediction of llter reading compre-

hension and proficiency in arithmetic are higher than predictions of spelling

accuracy. Music, art, and athletics are even less intellectual, in the present

sense of that term, than spelling. Correlations with grades in foreign language

couises stressing the spoken language are also low and, by the same token, the

performance in foreign language training is not very intellectual.

10. There are many important criteria that ore not predicted highly by

scores on intelligence tests. An analysis based upon transfer principles is a

reliable guide to the expected site of these correlations when teat and criterion

relialilities are held constant. For example, leadership, sales, and manipulative

criteria are not predicted well by intelligancw tests.

Psychologists have been able to rationalize low correlations with the latter

two criteria, but the first has been difficult to accept. Acceptance is made

difficult by common beliefs concerning the nature and importance of intelligence

and the impectance of leadership behavior in our society. Correlations ate fre-

quently computed in a very restricted range of talent when leadership is involved,

but this is only a partial explanation of their small size. When the same sample

of °Ulcers is sent bock to school for either officer or technical training,

conclations with school grades become substantially higher tt.an those previously

obtained with rated officer effectiveness. In such comparisons, of course, the

range of talent in intelligence is constant.

11. Theory is not now and will not in the foreseeable future be An adequate

bnaia for the use of an intelligence test in a new situation or With a new popula-

tion of examinees. accurate use of a test requires a regression equation or an

0
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equivalent actuarial table. It is not sufficient to decide that a test will he

correlated with a particular criterion. Making predictions concerning individuals

or groups requires precise information concerning errors of estimate, slopes of

regression lines, and intercepts of regression lines. In spite of some 60 years

of use of intelligence tests, furthermore, the amount of information required to

use teats properly is still quite inadequcte. The common definition of intelli-

gence as a fixed genera! capacity along with the ease of making inferences from

this interpretation is partially responsible for this state of affairs.

A case in point is the controversy concerning the use of intelligence tests

for the "underprivileged." Typically, this boils down to a question concerning

the use of tests for American Negroes. A consistent finding, though one not as

broadly documented as it should be, is that for periods up to about one year the

same regression equation can be used for members of both Negro and Caucasian

groups for the prediction of a variety of criteria. Within this body of data

there are some small exceptions to this generalization, chiefly with regard to

the intercept of the regression of the test on the criterion, but the sum of

these small intercept differences does not favor the Negro.

The naive environmentalist who accepts the common definition of intelligence

as come entity inside the person may be dismayed by the above empirical findings,

but they are quite reasonable from the point of view of thc present theory. The

intelligence teal predicts later intellectual performance whether that performance

be another teat or n socially desirable criterion. It does this just iiecause both

ocunsions sample overlapping intellectual repertoires. The amount of overlap and

the inpidity of change are functions of the variables previously discussed in

this iltaptcr.

12. necessary empillcal basis for concluding that low on-the-job validi-

4 1
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ties, as opposed to high training validities, demonstrate that the job and training

situations are functionally different involves both a predictive and a concurrent

validity for measures of tha same disposition. A low long range predictive

validity and a high concurrent validity slaw that the people in the sample have

changed. A low concurrent validity for an intelligence test, when the intelligence

test was highly correlated with early training criteria, along with a significantly

higher correlation for a test of some other dispositicn, is a necessary condition

for concluding that training and job ability requirements .re indeed different.

There have been many claims that on- the -job criteria have little relationship

to intelligence. I's a matter of fact some writers have gone so far as to claim

that this is a nearly universal phenomenon. An implicit assumption basic to the

claims that have been made to date is that abilities are fixed. Once this assump-

tion is questioned, tht. controls that no one previously considered become essen-

tial.

13. Early training success is not a criterion of the degree of importance

that it has assumed in teat validation. The first 6 hypotheses concerned with

validity are sufficient grounds for this assertion. In the absence of ability to

predict changes, for many selection purposes retention or turnover has many

attractive characteristics for criterion purposes. In deciding between early

training success and retention as criteria questions that must be faced, among

others, are the following: how much change takes place, how rapid is the change,

how large are training costa, how much capacity for training is available or can

to obtained, what are the characteristics of fast learners that slow learners

would replace, what are the differences if any between as,mptotic performances of

slow And fast learners?

The preceding dicuseion does not presuppose that man is infinitely trainable
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or that individual men are indefinitely trainable, but in the absence of informa-

tion concerning capacity, which is not furnished by any aptitude test, one can not

stake everything on initial tzeiniag success. The only solution lies in more and

better research.

14. The lowering of standards of initial selection for a group will result

in lower final performance even though the time span between selection and per-

formance is sufficiently loug to reduce validity coefficients to ne/dr zero. This

hypothesis is based on a previous one to the effect that change within a subgroup

given special treatment is about the mean of that subgroup rather than about the

population mean. Since the present hypothesis is a secondary one based in turn

upon an oarlier hypothesis it must be stressed that it is highly speculative.

Although epeculetive, this hypothesis is needed as an antidote to a different

and proUably overoptimistic inference frog drastically reduced long term validity

coefficients: namely, that initial selection does not matter. For example, in

the well publicized World War II unselected group of pilot trainees (DuBois,

1947), if training standards had been reduced in line with the input, wculd the

mean performance in the air of the group after training heve been appreciably

lower than the performance of control groups even though correlations with on-

the-jot criteria were essentially zero' There are no data concerning this

question, but it should have high priority in an applied research program.
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Table 1

Caine on College Board Scores as a Function of Preparatory School Attendance

Scot.!! N September

7 s
March

Tc S

Gain Stability
Coefficient.

Verbal A)titude 714 471 89 528 85 57 .81

Mathematics
Aptituie 715 532 99 611 94 79 .83

English 649 458 82 540 93 82 .69

IntvIr.ediate

!;nthelatics 610 497 89 629 100 132 .76

Advsnceo
Mathematics 251 494 85 620 96 126 .74

4 ti
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Table 2

Gain as a Function of Type of Intervening Schooling

Type of Schooling N Initial
Mean

Final
Mean

Corrected Gains
Retest Reliability Standard-

Regressed Regressed ized Diff.

Compulsory Leval 1518 36.58 39.08 4.99 6.23 6.70

Vocational 946 39.46 40.23 6.12 7.50 7.80

Luwer Secondary 558 44.49 43.40 8.58 8.13 7.96

Gymnasium 1194 49.90 47.00 10.39 8.55 7.86

7
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Table 3

Intercorrelation of Mental Ages of Boys

at various Chronological Ago. (First Test)

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

8 721 712 747 729 657 598 648 652 556 444

9 721 751 721 714 696 634 615 609 583 509

10 712 751 816 769 704 726 738 699 604 543

11 747 721 816 839 787 745 810 602 736 638

12 729 714 769 8:,9 854 778 786 806 775 732

13 657 696 704 787 834 864 785 770 780 754

14 598 634 726 745 778 864 839 778 750 765

15 648 615 738 810 786 785 839 868 778 744

16 652 609 699 802 806 770 778 868 848 788

17 556 588 604 736 775 780 750 778 848 828

18 444 509 543 638 732 754 765 744 788 828
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Table 4

Intercorrelations of Hsntal tges of Girls

at Various Chronological Apo (First Test)

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

8 730 719 761 735 661 661 719 696 603 549

9 730 746 744 774 757 705 698 723 704 607

10 719 746 812 820 794 788 784 756 709 710

11 761 744 812 884 832 804 841 837 787 734

12 735 774 820 884 881 841 846 857 844 I) /

13 661 757 794 432 001 871 823 830 837 821

14 661 705 788 304 841 871 365 812 817 830

15 719 698 784 841 846 823 865 903 839 337

16 696 723 756 837 857 830 812 903 912 857

17 603 704 709 787 844 837 817 839 912 900

18 549 607 710 730 811 821 830 837 857 900
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Table 5

Intercorralations of Standing Height of 275

Girls at Various Chronological Ages

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

7 987 980 957 920 897 887 866 836 810

8 987 989 969 S3' 914 904 882 850 824

9 980 989 986 954 927 909 881 844 814

10 957 969 986 979 947 911 865 816 780

11 920 4 954 979 974 923 855 790 747

12 897 914 927 947 974 964 887 810 763

13 887 904 909 911 923 964 961 901 860

14 866 882 881 865 855 887 961 974 948

15 836 850 844 816 790 810 901 974 989

16 810 824 814 780 747 763 860 948 989

5 0
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Table 6

Intorcorrelations of Weight of 275

Girls at Various Chronological Ages

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

7 890 880 835 810 793 755 773 744 732

8 890 920 896 871 856 825 812 771 759

9 880 920 932 906 882 840 818 773 756

10 835 896 932 958 936 892 842 777 755

11 810 871 5'06 958 967 921 866 790 762

1 793 856 882 936 967 954 892 816 775

13 755 825 840 892 971 954 944 880 839

14 773 812 818 842 866 892 944 953 916

1', 744 771 773 777 790 816 880 953 965

16 732 759 756 755 762 775 839 916 965

51
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Table 7

Stability as a Function cf Type of Intervening Schooling

Type of Schooling N Initial S. D. Final S. D. Correlation
(Within Groups) (Within Groupe) (Within Groups)

Compulsory Level 1518 8.44 7.00 .67

Vocational 946 8.29 6.92 .67

Lower Secondary 958 7.48 5.40 .56

Gymnasium 1194 7.35 5.08 .56
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Table 8

Intercorrelations of Independently Computed Semester

Grade Averages for a Constant Range of Talent

(N is approximately 1600 for each correlation,

I

II

Itt

IV

V

vl

VII

VIII

I !I

556

III

456

490

IV

439

445

562

V

399

418

496

512

VI

415

383

456

469

551

VII

387

364

445

Ne2

500

544

VIII

342

339

354

416

453

482

541

53
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Table 9

Comparison of Predictive and Postdictive Validities

of College Aptitude Tests

I /I III IV V VI VII VIII

Predictive

ACT English ?45 278 226 236 236 222 216 160

ACT Math 279 189 171 171 145 162 156 121

Postdietive

CRE Verbal 349 308 255 2158 251 218 213 163

GRE Quant. 348 333 311 291 275 205 170 146

Corrected to Freshman Range of Talent

Predictive

ACT English 40 35 27 25 22 22 24 20

ACT Math 40 30 25 23 20 20 18 15

Tootdictive

(;RE Verbal 42 40 31 33 31 28 28 21

GrIt Quant. 43 43 38 37 34 26 22 19

5
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Table 10

Comparison of CRS Aptitude and Advanced Teat Validities

(Correlations are computed within groups defined
by Advanced Test and then aggregated; Aptitude
Test validities differ somewhat from those in
Table 9 which were computed within College and
vex.)

I II III

Restricted Sample

IV V VI VII VIII

Verbal 297 285 262 281 275 256 223 195

Quantitative 270 246 209 253 217 215 203 6

Advanced 286 304 347 359 336 343 316 258

Corrected to Freshman Range of Talent

I II III IV V VI VII VIII

Verbal 37 36 33 36 35 33 28 25

Quentitative 34 31 27 32 28 28 26 20

Advanced 36 38 43 45 42 43 40 33

5



THE PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST

The status of measurement in a discipline is intimately related to the status

of both research and theory in that discipline. Little sophisticated research on

electrical phenomena could be done until measuring devices such as voltmeters,

ammeters, and ohmmeters were developed. Research was necessary in order to develop

the measurement devices, with the first "measurements" being simply presence or

absence of the phenomenon, but the devices also led to better research and theory.

Furthermore, as measuring devices became more sensitive, the range of experiments

possible was extended. The ability to measure in microvolts may represent at

important a step es the one from presence or absence of voltage to the first

voltmeter.

Importance of the Test for Theory. It is not generally recognized, howver,

that the 1/21 of measurement available in a discipline also affects research and

theory. The psychological test, for example, represents a type of measurement

device found infrequently if at all elsewhere in the sciences. It is essential ¶o

understand the mature of tests if one is to understand experimental or observa-

tional correlates of tests or the theory that is developed from those correlstes.

A scholastic philosopher can donee intelligence in the absence of messurts of

intelligence, but a psychologist 121 psychologist can not do so.

The preceding statement does not assume the necessity for an operational

definition of each term in a scientiEc theory. A direct measure is not requtr o

for each theoretical con..ruct, but there must always at some point be a return

to data. The data in a discipline, in turn, depend on the measures. A theory

that requires measures lehich do not exist and which can not be developed is not

testaMe and theories which an not testable are not acceptable scientific

theories.

It is the thesis of this book that most theories of intelligence are not

scientific theories in the above sense. This particular section will develop
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psychological test theory in some detail to lay the groundwork for the thesis and

es a basis for developing a theory of intelligence that is congruent with the

experimental and observational correlates of measures of intelligence.

Example of an Ordinal Scale. The first characteristic to be discussed is that

the psychological test furnishes only an ordinal scale of measurement. Suppose

that an investigator wishes to measure the number of English words known by a

particular population of people, e. g., high school students. He could define a

population of English words by means of the unabridged dictionary and devise a

method of sampling words at random from that population. (Note that a wetl defined

population of te_t questions is not ordinarily available to the test constructer

which creates a problem to be illustrated by later examples.) The investigator

obtains a list of :.00 words by his sampling method and presents this list to a

random .ample of the population of people in whom he is interested and asks for

definition.

The answers given must be scored and to score in anything like an objective,

replicable fashion a scoring key must be developed. Will the key demand word for

word definitions r)re or less as they appear in the dictionary? Will the test

author accept instead approximate definitions, including reasonably close synonyms?

Or will he be estiafied if the word is used in a phrase or clause in a fashion that

conveys generally the meaning of the word, indicating at a minimum that the sublect

has seen the word used somewhere?

Clearly the number of words that are counted es correct will depend on the kcy

which in turn will determine the estimates of the total sire of the vocabularies

nt the sulolects. The latter computation is made simply by multiplying the number

correct on the test by the ratio of number of worse in the dictionnry to the I00

saepled by the teat, but the figure obtained is relatively meaningless. Dependine

on the nature of the test key, h' individual's estimated vocabula.y can vary

r0



tremendouely.

Is anything gained by converting the test from the original open-ended, or

recall, version to an objective teat format such as multiple choice? The objective

test will be easier to score and with care the scoring can be accomplished with

zero error, but subjectivity in the writing and interpreting of the key for the

recall version has been pushed beck into the selection of the misleads. By

selecting misleads that capitalize upon fine nuances of meaning, the test can be

made very difficult, and the suujecte may appear to have restricted vocabularies.

On the other hand, by selecting misleads that require only the grossest of dis-

criminations, the test can be made quite easy.

It would be easily possible by any method of test construction to obtain

three vocabulary tests with quite different distribution characteristics in the

samc population of subjects. For example, one could obtain means and standard

deviations approximating those in the following table for each of three randomly

selected 100-item teats with just a little trial and error.

Test A Test B Test C

Mean 25 50 75

Standard Deviation 20 25 20

It is also reasonable to assume that there will be no gaps in the di,;tribil-

Lions of scores and that most of the possible range of scores will to represent I

on each of the teats. Furthermore, in large samples of subjects, say 1000 vr Ec

the distributions, whatever the shape will appear quite regular. One does not

need third and fourth moments of the three distributio; 1, furthermore, to draw

inferences about the shapes of the three dietributione. Test A and C are skewed,

though in opposite directions, while Test B, though probably symmetrical in dis-

tribution, is more platy-kuttic than the normal distribution. These inferences

n11 follow from the relationships of the standard deviations to the means.

st
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Characteristics of Ordinal Scales. The linear intercorrelations of the three

tests may be quite high - -oven a moderately well constructed test of 100 items for e

high school population should be quite reliable - -but these correlations can not be

is high as the test reliabilities would allow. Some high scoring people on Test A,

each with different total scores, will have identical scores on Test El and even more

of them will have identical scores on Test C. A similar finding for low scoring

people on Test C will be noted in comparing their scores on Teat B and A. Such

cases arise from the differential skews of the three distributions and regressions

Ire necessarily curvilinear. In general the number of units by which any two scores

differ in one distribution will be different than the number of units by which

scores comparable in rank order differ in either of the other distributions.

It is also clear that ratios of scores computed for any one of the three tests

unLaterpretable. The number 50 is twice 25, but getting 50 items right vs.

getting 25 items right does not have the same meaning for each of the tests. Zero,

furthermore, is quite a common score on Test A, is much lees frequent on Test B,

and is very rare if it occurs at all on Teat C. A score of zero on any test would

not indicate that the subject had a vocabulary of zero length. The accidents of

sampling from the population of words ere involved, but more importantly the arbi-

trary decisions of the test constructer serve to make a score of zero meaningless

eith respect to absolute size of vocabulary. The only information al,out a acorn

zero furnished by the test is that it is smaller than one.

The preceding characteristics of the three test scores define ordinal scales

measurement. fhe information Eurniehad is basically rank-order information

even though the numbers used have the appearance of an interval scale. The rank

orders of subjects inferred from the number° are not identical for the three tests,

even allowing for measurement error, because the differences in skew will produce

tied ranks on one test that are not tied on another. If we utilize the rank-order

59
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information, however, and convert the obtained, raw scores to standard scores by

means of a monotonic nonlinear transformation, i. e., by working through the per-

centile ranks, we can increase the linear correlations among the three tests as

compared to linear raw score correlations.

Other examples wil) be presented to develop the argument in more detail and in

more generality, but for the present the vocabulary test example can be taken on

faith to represent the general case. Distributions of test scores are arbitrary.

Tests furnish rank-order information only. Since a normal distribution has a

number of desirable statistical properties, it is recommended that raw scores on

tests be converted to normal distributions by means of the nonlinear transformation

involving percentile ranks in a random sample of some defined population. When

this has been done, the scale of measurement is said to have been normalized, but

it lb still ordinal. It has not been converted to an equal interval scale simply

by means of the transformation. The choice of the normal curve conversion is at

matter of convenience not of scientific necessity or conformity to natural law.

If convenience dictates a different type of distribution, e. g., quartiles,

deciles, or centiles for the converted scale, a different type should be used.

The fact that measurement with a test is ordinal is only the most obvious

characteristic of this form of measurement. It is far from being the most impor-

tant. It will become clear later that ordinal measurement has little effect on

reliability or validity. Moat of the inferences from test scores that ore barred

..)5, the lack of interval or ratio scales are relatively unimportant and substitutes

ar,.! generally available.

Possible Functions of Multiple Item!. In the example of the preceding section

tests of 100-items were assumed. One hundred different words were selected at

random from an unabridged dictionary and subjects were asked to define these or to

select the correct alternative from a list of misleads. This suggests a property

o
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of the test that is of the utmost importance.

Tests are typically compsed of multiple items or "hurdles" with the subject

behaving in some fashion with reference to each item. In measuring ability the

performance required is either right or wrong, but in measuring personality or

interest answers are frequently yes or no like or dislike, etc. The total score

on the test is also typically a linear combination of the scores on the items and,

in many tests, weights for each item are either zero or one. It is not an essen

tial feature of the test that the scoring be dichotomous, although dichotomous

scoring is found very frequently. It is also not essential that the combination of

items be linear, but nonlinear combinations can be dismissed from this discussion

on grounds that such combinations are used only infrequently for research purpose;

and rarely if at all in standardized tests. The theory to be developed will

assume a linear combination of dichotomous items for the sake of convenience and

for wide-spread applicability, but the theory is directly applicable to all other

types of item scoring with only minor modificatiJns. Major modifications would

be necessary, however, to adapt it to nonlinear combinations.

For thl person steeped in traditional measurement theory the first hypothesis

concerning multiple items is that they are required for purposes of reliability.

All measurement is subject to some degree of measurement error. A scientist .3r

engineer frequently makes multiple independent readings of his messures and user

the mean of these as his best estimate of the "true" value. Does the test differ

in any respect from the need to take multiple measurements to .educe error?

There is, indeed, a difference in the practices of the engineer and of the

psychologist. The person using a psychological test, when he wishes to increase

his precision of measurement, repeats the whole test or uses parallel forms of the

original test to obtain his maple of measure.) for which the mean is the best

estimate of the subject's "true" score. The total test score is considered the

61
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measure, not the score on an item. it is true that increasing the number of items

in the teat generally has the effect of increasing the reliability of the total

score, but increasing reliability is not the primary function served by use of

multiple items.

A second hypothesis concerning the function of multiple items is that they

are required to furnish a scale more nearly approximating a continuous scale of

measurement than does the dichotomous item. There are occasions, however, when

it is not merely desirable but necessary to add together multiple items each of

which is measured on a continuous, equal interval scale, L. e., total score com-

posed of multiple items may be required even though the items are not dichotomous.

Again, multiple dichotomous items do furnimb a scale approximating a continuous

measure, but this is secondary to their primary function.

The Important Function flail ja Multiple Items. The principal function

served by multiple items is best seen as a cqntrast between test theory per se n--4

traditional measurement theory. In the ordinary measurement of height it is rea-

sonable to assume that each measurement operation for each person measured includes

a true score component and a random error component. This is the starting point

for classical measurement theory. The variance of obtained scores includes the

variance of true scores and the variance of error. Correlations involving the

obtained scores are a function of the covariances with true scores and the var-

iances of obtained scores. From this basis such statistical concepts as the

standard error of measurement and correction of correlations for attenuation by

measurement error are readily developed.

Classical measurement theory is not, however, readily applicable to the test.

Ffforts to use classical theory over the years, furthermore, may have hurt test

development as much as it hap helped. The major departure from classical theory

arisen from the necessity to start with a definition of item score that differs
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significantly from classical theory. An item score is composed, as Loevinger has

die,cussed (1954) most fully, of three distinct pstts: score on the trait or dis-

position (d) in which the test constructer is interested, systematic nonerror

noise or bias elements or factors (b), and random error (e). The important effect

of using multiple test items is to minimize the effects of the numerous nonrandom

factors that are subsumed under the label of noise.

To return to the vocabulary example, a high school student may have en-

countered a word in his recent reading for which he obtained a definition and

when this word was encountered on the test he answered it correctly. The word

may be difficult in general and the student's general vocabulary level low, but

he obtained an extra point in his total score for a nonrandom season independent

of his gemn.al level of vocabulary competence. There are many such examples.

Some words are encountered more frequently in science than in the humanities, in

pulp magazines than in school books, or in certain neighborhoods or social levels

than in others, and so on. Sy taking a large sample of words such effects, al-

though still present, can be balanced off against each other, and the more general

disposition to know the meanings of words will be measured with greater validity.

In this connection it is instructive to look at item intercorrelations for

some atandard ability tests. In tests that are quite homogeneous both with res-

pect to difficulty level of the items and the subject matter of the test, item

intercorrelations with a mean as high as .20 are not common in the full range of

talent and occur quite rarely in special groups who are restricted in range of

talent. While it is not easy to assess the random error component of variance in

an item--memory for item content makes suspect a repeated measures design and

perallel items are not easy to construct - -it it probable that nonerror or bias

factors are a major contributor to item variance for most of the items that appear

In psychological tests.
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The vocabulary example 'Melte an alternative designation of nonrando, noise

or bic.a in test items as item sampling error. This is indeed one source or bias,

but the equivalence breaks down in two important ways. In many, many cases there

is no defined population of items from which to sample, though the use of item

selection error could get around this difficulty. A more important difficulty,

however, is that certain bias factors are intrinsic to psychological items. Every

test item has a particular item format, a time limit or work limit, a set of

directions. In addition, each examinee has a different background of knowledge,

skills, sets, and other experiences. All contribute variance to a test item.

Reasoning is necessarily measured with verbal symbols, numerical symbols, or

'laurel materials. Words that appear in a vocabulary teat occur with differentiai

frequency in different kinds of reading material. The use of noise or bias sug-

g,.,.str Jnwanted or even uncontrollable, which ie desirable, and the use of systema.

tic indicates that the behavior measured is lawful, which is also desirable.

Just as a weed is any plant growing where it is not wanted, systeroJtic noise

or bias includes any factor or element appearing where it ie not wanted. One manes

noise, for one purpose, becomes another man's primary mental ability, for another

purpose. But unlike weeds, a great deal of systematic bias is impossible to

?ra?icate.

The Correlation Between Test and Criterion. A little algebra may br !;z1-ir1

at this point. Let there be n items in the test and let d, b, and e represent. tl'c

lisposition the tett constructer desires to measure, the bias factors, and random

error, respectively. The correlation of the teat of the disposition with a

' riterion measure of the disposition is given by the following:

and each x wA di + bi + ei
rxy

° r
(x + + x

n
)y

r
xy

E Cdiy + raiv + Ecoiv

2 2 2

3 \i" ISb 4' ESe -1.E/ Cd dy di
+ LE C b +EEC 4EECd 4ErCd +EECb

" 6 4 "
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if error is truly random, then all covariance terms involving e will drop

out. Paychometricians have typically been willing to make this assumption.

H)reover, if the b terms were specific to each item and independent of the dis-

position score on the item, they would have the functional characteristics of

error and covariance terms involving b would also drop out. While it is not

difficult conceptually to assume orthogonality of disposition and bias factors,

the assumption of specificity of bias to each item is almost always false.

It is also reasonable to assume that the noise factors are unrelated to the

criterion measure. (This can be considered true by definition.) With these

considerations in mind, formula 1 can be rewritten as follows:

rxy
diy

Sy
d

11ES 2
ES

2
+ ES

2
+ EL C

didj
+ EE C

b b
1

bi ei
i j

In the best of cases bias factors are minor sources of variance of total

score on the test (denominator) and make zero contributions to covariance with

the outside variable (numerator) currently of interest. In the worst of cases

the nonrandom bias variance of the test is entirely noise from the point of view

of the aims of the test constructer, and the only nonzero terms with criteria

invulve sources of variance other than the one the test is supposed to measure.

By basing the total score on many items, it is possible to build up the

validity of the test for a particular disposition even though any one item has

only a small component of that disposition. The secret is to spread item

selection over as many bias factors as possible so that any one bias factor runs

through a minimum number of items. The goal, though frequently unattainable, is

to make the bias factors specific to items. Sven when it is impossible to keep

the bias covariance terms near zero in the denominator, the scatterin3 of this
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vorinace Among many bias factors will avoid the situation in which the total score

is a better measure of some other disposition than the one intended. Many items,

therefore, are a necessary though not a sufficient condition for building up tbe

varicnce of a particular disposition in the total score on the test. A basic

misconception concerning the original choice of items will result in the test

constructer measuring something, with greater and greater precision as he con-

tinues to add items, that he does not wish to measure.
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INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF HOMOGENEITY, RELIABILITY, AND VALIDITY

The concept of homogeneity of a test does not appear in classical measurement

theory. Homogeneity with respect to content is an issue only in those aituaticns

in which multiple items are used. The statement made esrliar that multiple items

did not serve the same primary purpose as multiple measures in physics or engineer-

ing, but did have a secondary effect on reliability is important in this connec-

tion. Many psychologists are confused on this issue. Homogeneity interacts 0.th

both reliability and validity, but must not be confused with either.

Homogeneity and Reliabilitx. Kuder-Richardson homogeneity coefficients are

frequently called reliability coefficients. Under certain restricted circum-

stances, it is true, one can obtain a reliability estimate from a measure of the

homogeneity of the test, but it is essential that the investigator keep tne dis-

tinction, and the conditions, clk.ar in his own mind and in his writing.

The ituder-Richardson formula best used to estimate reliability is the follow-

ing:
r n S 32( t piqi

n-1

x

Only the number of items, the difficulty levels of the items, and the variance of

the total score on the teat are used. (This is algebraicly equivalent to the ap-

proach to homogeneity of a set cf measures by means of the analysis of variance

which Hoyt (1940) suggested.) The variance of the total score is, in corn, a

function of the number of items, the item variances, and the item covariances.

rhese parameters do not have a ona.to.one relationship to reliability defined as

!ho correlation between repeated measures or between repeated parallel measures.

The difference, and the relationship, between homogeneity and reliability can

best be shown by writing out the formula for the repeated measures correlation as

a function of the relationships involviri the items. (The prime refers to the

repeated or parallel item or test total score.)
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If ttem intercorrelations are zero, the right hand term in the numerator

diseppears as do the right hand terms under each of the radicals. The reliability

coefficient is then completely a function of the item reliabilities and can vary

from zero to one. Furthermore, one can conceive of a test in which these condi-

tio,,s would be rather closely approached. A scored biographical data blank, for

exampie, could contain items that were essentially uncorrelated with each other,

but the reliability of answering an individual item would be very high.

As the intercorrelations of items within and between tests approaches the

correlations between the paired items, the Kuder-Richardson homogeneity coeffi-

cient approaches the reliability coefficient of the test. For the two to be

equal in conception the item dificulties would all have to be the same. Other-

wise covariances are necessarily somewhat attenuated. In practice, this latter

condition can be ignored since the formula does take out the variance due to the

main effect of difficulty level, and variations of difficulty level within the

normal range have only a slight, biasing effect on the interaction between persons

and items which is the essential term determining the homogeneity of the test.

'Ole interaction between reliability and homogeneity is more clearly seen if

Formua 5 is rewritten to make explicit tFe assumption that the retest or parallel

measure is identical with the first; i. a., teat variances are equal and inter-

correlations within teats are equal to intercorrelations between tests.

EC +Et CXiX XiXi
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The right hand quantities in the numerator ,.nd denominator are identical.. The

left hand quantities represent the ratio between paired item covariances and var-

iances. With many items in a test the right hand quantities will generally be much

larger than the left hand ones; the homogeneity of the items, in other words,

typically makes a larger contribution to reliability than the reliability of the

paired items. The test constructer by narrowing the focus of his test, i. e., by

redefining the disposition in which he is interested to make it coincide with an

important source of nonerror noise, can step up test reliability very easily. To

suggest that this may ire undesirable may seem strange to those imbued with classical

measurement theory. Why should not the ratio of true score ariance to total

variance be maximized? The answer is, of course, that an increase in reliability

is not worth the price if the disposition which the psychologist seeks to measure

is redefined in the process of test construction to make it lees useful

psychologically.

As a matter of fact, the positive steps in test construction that follow from

the concept of disposition, nonrandom noise, and error contributions to item

variance make it difficult to achieve high reliability with a limited number of

items. The variance of noise or bias factors must be spread around as widely as

possible. The more successful the test constructer is in his efforts, the lower

will be the item covariances. He can compensate for this effect only by increas-

ing the number of items in the test.

Botageneity and Validity. No one administers a test, however, simply to

obt in reliable information of some sort about a person. Tests are administered

in order to make inferences about behavior: inferences about jobs, school, mili-

tary assignments in applied work, or inferences about functional relationships

involving a particular disposition in more basic research. Validity is a short-

hand term used to cover the inferences that can be drawn from a score. Validity
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coefficients stated in terms of item characteristics were presented in Formulas 1

and 2, but a simpler one wilt now be more convenient. This one is stated in terms

of the items, without regard to their components, and their relationship with any

outside variable, y.

r s EC
xy xiy

S
y

ES 2
EEC

xi XiXj

Formula 7 shows that, item validities being equal, there is a premium placed

on low homogeneity. Item covariances occur only in the denominator. High relia-

bility which comas about thtcugh an interaction with homogeneity is indeed a mis-

leading goal. Only in case certain subsets of items in a heterogeneous test have

zero correlations with the criterion does it pay to increase the homogeneity of

the test and obtain the concomitant increase in raliability. When all items are

related to the outside variable, by keeping item intercorrelations low, the var-

iance of the test score will be kept low and reliability will be kept. low, i-t

the site of the validity coefficient increased. Such reasoning is completely

compatible with expectations based upon multiple regression theory, but it does

require qualification of the classical theory concerning the relationship of

reliability to validity.

reliability and Validity. Clastical theory states the relationship of

reliability to validity in the correction for attenuation.

r r
xy xy

771-xx yy

This formula is applicable to teat theory only in cases where reliability is

changed by the-addition or, with appropriate changes in the formula, subtraction

of items of the same type. as the originals. Whenever items are discarded
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selectively with others retained, an increase in reliability may accompany a de-

crease in the validity of the test. Increasing the reliability of a test by

doubling its length with exactly comparable items will increase the test's valid-

ity. Increasing the reliability of a test by item selection procedures will not

have a predictable effect on the test's validity.

The same assumption, i. e., adding exactly comparable items, must be made in

estimating the reliability of a test of a different length than the original, but

the importance of the assumption in this case is better known. It may be in-

structive, however, to apply it to the hypothetical situation described earlier

in which item intercorrelations In the original test are zero.

When item intercorrelations are zero, test score reliability is more cr less

the mean of the item reliabilities. When the length of the test is doubled by

the addition of exactly comparable items, item covariances are no longer zero.

The assumption of comparability means that each item in the original

test now has itself or a parallel version of itself in the test of increased

length. The new test no longer has zero homogeneity.

Minimum Requirement for Homogeneity. Even though completely uncorrelated

items would be best to maximise the correlation between e test and an outside

variable, such a set would not be considered to measure a psychological disposi-

tion. It is here that the concept of the homogeneity of the test is required.

Various indices of a disposition of psychological interest just ought to have

something in common. If the disposition of glass tc shatter or beams to snap

under the stress were measured in a fashion analogous to the psychological test,

the various items would be correlated just as the items that measure height or

weight in the other phyq,cal analogues to the test are corrt.lsted.

If the reality, or even the necessity, for some degree of homogeneity is ac-

cepted, it does not necessarily follow that homogeneity should be as high as
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possible within the limitations of obtaining a measuring device furnishing a

nearly continuous score. (If a test of height were given very reliably, maximum

homogeneity would result in a U-shaped distribution. Some degree of spacing of

item difficulties, with the resultant decrease in item covariances, is necessary

in a test for height to discriminate among the examinees.) Some degree of h mo-

geneity is expected, but the degree is optional. The degree depends both upon

the psychological facts, i. e., the extent to which behavior is dispositional as

opposed to situational, and upon the breadth of the disposition that the psycholo-

gist wishes to measure. He may be interested in measuring intelligence, or per-

haps aomething even broader than intelligence, or at the other pole in measuring

the fluency with which four letter words beginning with s can be evoked.

Let the rule be that any set of positively intercorrelated items can be added

together. Such composites produce a psychologically meaningful total score, par-

ticularly if the items are intercorrelated at about the same level. It does not

matter whether this level is low or high. If one is trying to measure some dis-

position that is very broad, and in consequence each item may contain only a very

small portion of the variance of the disposition, it will be necessary to plan on

using many items widely scattered in order to dissipate the many possible sources

of nonrandom noise. That other factors will contribute to the total score is of

no consequence. As a matter of fact, the larger the number of these the better

since this will tend to keep the contribution of each small. The restrictions

that item intercorrelations to at about the same level is necessary in order to

avoid giving undue weight to a particular bias factor. It can, however, be

relaxed if this is carefully done. The bias factors must themselves be evenly

distributed.

The Goal of Buil HomoReneity. In contrast to the preceding rule, those who

set high homogeneity of the test as their goal, imply that only those items can be
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added together that have the very highest level of intercorrelations. If any

given test can be broken down into subsets of items whose intercorrelations are a

little higher than the cross cut-relations between subsets, the original test is

"impure" or heterogeneous and new tests should be constructed as defined by the

subclusters of items.

The reader who believes the rule that any set of positively intercorrelated

Items can be added together is ambiguousafter all there are many possible levels

of item intercorrelations and thus many possible tests--should ponder the ambi-

guity in the high homogeneity rule. How high is the highest possible level of

intercoirelationst When does the correlation between two different items become

sufficiently high that it should be considered the correlation between parallel

forms of the same item? If this rule is pushed to the extreme, does it not mean

that the ultimate in homogeneity is reached when one reaches a small set of items

that are essentially parallel forms of each other?

In discussing Binet's interest in multiple intellectual functions and the

development of the Binet scales of intelligence, Guilford (1967) concluded that

Binet's decision to use a single score for the totality of his items (mental age)

was completely incongruous. In the light of the present discussion Suilford's

conclusion is simply incorrect. One can accept multiple factors both of the

Thurstone sort and of the Guilford sort, which appear to be narrower than the

Thurstone primary mental ebtlities, along with a general factor without any logi-

cal or psychological difficulty. (See Humphreys, 1962, for a fuller discussion

of this issue). Ability items are positively intercorrelated to varying degrees.

High intercorrelations determine narrow factors; moderate intercorrelations

determine somewhat broader factors; low intercorrelations determine a general

factor. It is completely reasonable for en investigator to measure with a single

test the factor or complex of factors that produce the lowest positive correlations
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among broadly distributed items.

It is important to realize that the argument here is empirical, not logical.

Good characteristics as defined socially of the human being tend to be positively

correlated. The most disparate abilities, with abilities used in the most general

sense, such as correlations between clerical and mechanical abilities, or between

information about farming and about social sciences, are positively correlated.

2sychological dispositions of the abilities sort nre also positively correlated

with physical measures such as height and weight. Terman's gifted children were

healthier, wore fewer glasses, etc., on the average, than other children.

This tendency for "all good things to go together" is much more marked when

one samples from men or women in general in a given cultural group than when sam-

ples are drawn from more restricted ranges of talent. Even within samples of

college students enrolled in the moat highly selective institutions correlations

still tend to be positive though occasionally negative values occur which ran

generally be explained in terms of sampling errors. Negative correlations in a

restricted population do occur, but there is frequently a sampling explanation.

Highly selective universities can not play big-time football without having

separate standards for athletes and nonathletes. Correlations between athletic

abilities and intellectual abilities will be negative in such mixed groups.

Arguments Pro and Con. One argument advanced against the broad test is that

"purer" tests are better than more complex tests on grounds basically of scientific

esthetic4. Here there is a difference in point of view as to what constitutes a

pure test. Guilford's factor pure tests are seen by the present writer as inex-

tricably complex. Tests of high homogeneity that measure one of the "aptitudes"

in Cuilford's structure of intelligence reflect simultaneously variance introduced

by all of his three dimensions. Such tests are like the physical analogue in which

weight was measured by having each subject lie down in a uniform manner at the eni
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of the lever: scores were highly homogeneous, but reflected both height and

weight in an unkos-.:n combination.

A second argument against broad tests, and an almost convincing one, is that

all of :he information in the most complex test is basicF.11y available in a Large

number of highly homogeneous tests of the Guilford sort. Potentially also, infor-

mation is lost by moving from many tests to a smaller number of broader tests.

There are two different counter arguments to this point both of which are matters

of feasibility. It would be very difficult to motivate examinees to sit through

and work well for the amount of time necessary to administer 120 tests each suffi-

ciently reliable to justify a separate score. It is alto very difficult statis-

tically to obtain stable weights for 120 measures for the various sorts of

inferences in which psychologists are interested. It ia not an exaggeration to

estimate that the number of cases required would run into the tens of thousands

for each outside variable considered. This estimate has a statistical basis in

the formula for the standard error of a beta weight and an empirical basis in tho

ubiquity of positive intercorrelations among items and tests.

It is even possible gi"en optimum Ns for 1.2eighting purposes, little if Any

information would be lost by the use of broad tests carefully constructed (Hum-

phreys, 1962). Tests of the analogue to the main effects in an analysis of

variance for each of Guilford's dimensions might well furnish the same information

as the 120 tests representing the Cartesian product of his dimensions. The 120

different combinations of those dimensions become a source for selection of items

and a guide for distributing noise factors as widely as possible in this con-

ception, but not a mandate to construct 120 tests for assessment purposes.
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ILLUSTRATIONS OF TEST CHARACTERISTICS BY MEANS OF

PHYSICAL ANALOGUES

It is possible to develop physical analogues to the test that help to clari-

fy the principles that have been presented. Theea principles will also be devel-

oped more fully as the various physical analogues are discussed.

Behavioral Tea of well. A carpenter is asked to make a series of stan-

dards in the form of an inverted L with the only spacificatione bring that the

uprights will all differ from each other and that they will cover the range in

height of adult men. It is not essential that the horizontal bar be at right

angles with the upright, and the essential specifications are checked perceptually

only. Each standard is given a separate designation, perhaps a number. A sample

of uen is drawn from a population; each man is confronted with each of the etan-

lards in turn in a uniform manner; and each men is given a score representing

merely the number of times the tip of the horizontal bar touched his head when an

'Attempt is made to pass it over his head with the upright being placed verticAlly

on the ground.

If a very large number of standards is constructed initially, it should be

possible to select from the larger group a smaller set having any specified dis-

tribution of item difficulties. (This statistic is readily computed: the number

of heads hit by a standard divided by the total number of men in the sample

measured provides a statistic varying from zero to 1.00 with high values roma-

seating "easy" !teas.) If 9 standards are selected having difficulty levels

ranging from .10 to .90 by steps of .10, the distribution of total scores for

berz,ht will be rectangular in shape; i. a., symmetrical but highly platykurtic

It is not difficult to see how the shape of the distribution of total scorep

can be inferred from the distribution of item difficulties. The easiest item hat.

a .ifficultj index of .9, I. s., 10% of the sample fails the easiest item. Their

total score on the teat will be acre. Another 10% fail the item having an index
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of .P. While 20% fail this item, one-half of the failing group passed the easier

item. Thus 107, will have a score of 1. In a similar fashion the 10% who passed

the most difficult item passed all easier items. Since this is the 9th standard

In order of difficulty, only 10% of the sample will have a score of 9.

With 10% of the sample at each score, the distribution

is rectangular.

It is instructive to make a table in which the items are placed in z horizon-

tal array in order of increasing difficulty and the subjects are placed in the

vertical array in order of increasing size of total score. (In this example only,

all subjects having the same score can be represented by a single tally.) The

result, in Table 1, is a triangular matrix of tallies whit' 'efines what has become

known as a perfect Guttman scale. No man fails an easier item after having passed

more difficult one. When the number of tellies in a column is counted and

1.vided by the number of teople, the difficulty level of the item is the result.

When the number of tallies in a row is counted, the total score on the test is a

result. (A percentage score on the test is aometimea obtained by dividing the

total score by the number of items in the test, but thu number of items and the

ero point are quite arbitrary.)

It is of interest that the product-moment intercorrelations of the items in

a perfect Guttman scale form what Guttman has called a simplex matrix (CUtrmaa.

1955). The simplex matrix indicates the presence of a aingle underlying functio:

or factor when the successive variables differ in difficulty level, comp:exity,

growth, or level of learning (Humphreys, 1960). The intercorrelations of the pro.

sent example are preaented in Table 2 for purposes of illustration. It sh3uld

also be noted in connection with this example that the presence of a single factor

is inferred from the form of the correlational matrix and the known differences la

lltficulty level of the items. The simple, one factor explanation cannot be uh-
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talmcl by the application of the usual factor analytic methods. If squared waft-

ple correlations are alternated with unities in the diagonal,

the 2 items will define four principal component factors (Humphreys,

1960).

What would the teat constructer do if he wished to obtain a normal distribu-

tion of test scores for his measure of height? He would go back to his population

of standards and select those having an appropriate distribution of :tem diffi-

culties. Difficulties ranging from .96 through .89, .77, .60, .40, .23, .11,

to .04 would produce a distribution of total scores that would be approxillately

normal. The mean would be the same as the mean of the rectangular distribution,

uut the standard deviation would be smaller.

The test constructer by appropriate selection of item difficulties can produce

a distribution having any shape he desires. Wide variations in both kurtosis and

'Skewness are possible. A test for the selection of basketball players can be pro-

duced having a tail at the upper and of the score distribution. After all, the

coach is not concerned about making discriminations among college freshmen who are

in the lower quarter, or even half, of the distribution of height. 11- shaped dis-

tributions are possible though hardly useful. For a general purpose test, howevur,

the test constructer does not worry very much about the distribution of item diffi-

culties needed to produce a raw score distribution having a particular shape.

Instead he takes what the accidents of item selection produce and converts the rqW

scores, by means of a nonlinear, monotonic transformation into a distribution of

converted scores. As indicated earlier, it is frequently convenient that the

shape of the converted score distribution be normal.

A very important reason why the test constructer does not worry too much

about the selection of item difficulties in most cases is that psychological Stems

do mat readily scale in the Guttman sense. One reason why this is true is the
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unavoidable presence of measurement error in each item. While the presence of

the Guttman scale made possible the characterization of the shape of the score

distribution from knowledge of the distribution of item difficultie:: alone, it

4as also necessary to assume error free measurement in order to obtain that scale.

The measurement situation had to be highly standardized. Instructions to subjects

were given to control posture; instructiona to the test administrator controlled

the nature of the ourface on which the subject stood and the placement of the

standards relative to the subject.

The Introduction of Measurement Error. This principle can be illustrated by

returning to the test of height and the population of standards originally postu-

lated. The only change to be introduced is that uniform conditions of measurement

will not be specified. Posture will no longer be controlled. Neither will the

measurement surface nor the placement of the standard be controlled. All of the!,

gill be allowed to vary at random from subject to subject and from item to item

within a subject.

When nine items are now selected having the same equally spaced distribution

of item difficulties as before, the distribution of total scores will no longer

be rectangular, but instead will be unimodal. When subjects and items are tablee

as before, .nany persons will be found who have failed an easier item after havills

passed a more difficult one. Something like the item data in Table 3 will be -the

result though Table 3 is schematic only if it is taken to represent more than 10

subjects. The number of subjects who fail easier items after passing, will be

fvnctions of the amount of error that has been introduced by the failure to

standardize the measurement situation.

Limitation,' of the Ordinal 4 Scale. The usual statistic expressing the

reliability of measurement of a test is the correlation between repeated tests or

between pnrallel forms of the teat. If the conditions of careful, standardized
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meanu.emeat did produce a perfect Guttman scale, the correlation between test and

retest, or between two separate tests having identical item characteristics, would

be unity. In a larger group of items occasional revcrsals would be found under

even optimum conditions of measurement and the reliability coefficient would only

approach unity. There is no essential reason, however, why the reliability of the

test of height should not be every bit as high as the reliability of the usual

measurement of height. It is all too easy, however, to be careless with any scale

of measurement, and it is probably easier to introduce error into the test than

into tae use of a physical scale of measuremectt just because there are more occa-

sions with multiple items for error to occur. Without standardization of the

measurement situation, as in the second example, reliability coefficients will

depart substantially from 1.00.

There is also no essential reason why tht correlation between the test of

height and the criterion measure of height should not approach unLty. Lack of

.uniform conditions for the test, is well as curelessness in the maasuroment situa-

tion for the criterion, will attenuate the validity coefficient of the test, but

:here is nothing intrinsic to an ordinal scam that produces a reduction in valid-

ity. The only inferences barred are those involving equal units or equality of

ratios and the absolute zero. For most purposos to establish converted scores in

a meaningful population of subjects provides uneful though not full su-stxutQb

for the standard deviation (requiring equal units) and the mean (requiring an

absolute zero) of the ratio scale.

Probably the most important type of influence barred by an ordinal scale i

the characterization of the form of the functional relationship between a psycho-

logical disposition measured by the teat, as the dependent variable, and some indP-

pendent variable. There is no point in worryLng about power versus log functions,

for example, if there is doubt concerning the equality of the units of measurement.
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By making certain assumptions about the nature of human judgment it is fre-

quently possible to get outside the limitations of the test as here defined and

obtain equal units. Problems of scaling have been discussed thoroughly by Tor-

aerson (1958). For present purposes it is sufficient to add that interval and

ratio scales formed by such assumptions must be thoroughly and Irdependently

checked. Thus, the supposedly equal interval attitude scales of Thurstone and

Chave (1929) do not have intervals that are equal independent of the attitudes of

the judges who do the scaling. The lack of eqJality as a function of attitude of

the judge is more marked for the equal appearing interval method of scaling than

it is for the paired comparisons method, but it is not completely absent in the

latter (see Edwards, 157, for an extended discussion of these data). It is also

true that a Likert type scale (Likert, 1932), which is clearly ordinal in the

seise here described, is probably just as valid es a Thurstone scale (Edwards,

Determinants of Test Score Distributions. With respect to the shape of

distribution of test scores, two generalizations are possible at this stage of

the. development: (1) the variability of item difficulties is inversely related

to she variability of the distribution of scores on the test, or is directly

related to a change in the form of the distribution toward leptokurtoris. (2)

The amount of error present in tha testing situation is inversely related to tie-

variability of the distribution of scores, or directly to a change in the form of

the distribution toward leptokurtosis.

The second generalization above appears to be at variance with classical

measurement theory. It le eaJy to prove in the classical theory or in the Loevie-

ger variant of that theory that the variance of true scores or of disposition

scores is always less than the variance of obtained scorem. It is not always

ao:ed, however, that the preceding conclusions demand an interval scale of meastit%-
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ra,n1.. For the test this means, when the same set of items to administered once

carefully and once carelessly, that two different ordinal scales are the result.

The set of items administered carefully will have the larger standard deviation,

but the ratio of the variance of true scores to error will also be larger in that

set. In contrast, when height is measured carelessly on the physical scale, the

variance of the obtained measures is larger, and the retie of true score variance

to error variance is smaller, than when height is measure4 carefully on the same

scale.

Another way of illustratine these principles is to write the standard devia-

tion of the distribution of total scores co the test in terms of the item charac-

teristics. The effects of dispersion of item difficulties and the introduction

of error can be observed in the item statistics.

S
2

E
!lien

+ EE C
ij

The largest contribution to total variance of the item variance terms is

obtained when p u q - .50 for all items. The largest contribution to the item

covariance terms, on the assemption that all covariances will be positive (all

items are assumed to be measuring the same function), is obtained when p = q for

all items. Wide variation in item difficulties reduces the contributions of 1.torl

vc..tinces and covariances, For most tests the covariance terms are m9re imper-

tart than the variance terms just be.:ausis there are so many more of tnem.

The effect of increasing the amount of random error in the measurement sit-

ultion comes about by way of attenuation of the site of he covariance terms.

Error decreases the site of correlations among obtained scores relative to true

scAvnn. The greater the, amount of error, the smaller the site of the item co-

vrrlance terms which reduces the Site of the standard deviation of test scores.

The variance of a test score distribution attenuated in site by the presence cf

error of measuremcit will contain a larger proportion of error variance relarivP 2

to true ore 1,Ariance th,A will the larger variance of an error-ii.en test of thl
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same number and distribution of item difficulties. The absolute size of the stan-

dard deviation is smaller, however, for the error-ridden teat.

It is obvious also that the size of the atandecd deviation of test scores is

a direct function of the number of items. The addition of items of any type,

error-free or error-ridden, will increase the size of the overall standard devia-

tion. The addition of even a single item to a teat changes the scslc of measure-

ment-

The Introduction of Nonrandom ils. In order to consider effects of nonran-

dom noise or bias it will be useful to construct another physical analogue to the

teat. A test constructer interested in measuring weight has a lever, a fulcrum,

and a pile of big rocks. In a pilot study he finds a place for the fulcrum that

will allow the typical rock to just about balance the typical male adult. (The

use of mean rock and mean adult has been avoided to indicate that the pilot re-

search does not have to be precise.) Again the rocks are each given an identifi-

.:ation and each man in the sample is placed on the lever opposite each of the rocas

in turn. The score is the total number of rocks raised in the air by the passive

man. The test constructer has a partially incorrect theory about what to is trying

to measure however, and carefully instructs his subjects to lie down on the lever

!)ith their bare feet precisely at the end and with their heads extending toward the

fulcrum as much al necessary. (Me has been thoroughly indoctrinated with the

necessity for care in measurement.)

Proceeding as before, ten items are selected which produce a rectangular die-

trit'ution and a perfect Guttman scale. Scores represent an unknown mixture of

height and weight, but there are no data from the measurement operations alone thot

lead to this conclusion. As long as great care is taken in measurement, no man

will cAil an easier item after passing a more difficult one. The first generaliza-

tion from this new example, therefore, is that systematic measurement of nonrandor
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noise Joss not necessarily reveal its presence.

If the test constructer had instructed his subjects to lie doun as described

on a specified one-half of the items and to stand with their heels at the tip of

the lever on the other half, scores would still represent an unknown mixture of

height and weight, but there is a possibility that the presence of a second facto;

in the items could be detected. In this new example of measurement of systematic

bias, there are two types of items which would be expected to show their differ-

ential similarities in their correlational patterns which would in turn determine

two factors. Unfortunately, item correlations are affected by range of difficul-

ties as well as by content (see Table 2 in this regard). Differences in item

marginate may cloud the statistical differentiation between the two factors, but

there is hope in this example in beiug able to show the presence of the two fac-

tors in the data. Even with careful measurement, when two factors are present in

'he items, a Guttman scale will not be obtained; some subject, will foil ets;.

items after having passed more difficult ones.

Even if the two types of items are separated perfectly on the basis of infor-

mation internal to the measurement operation, there is no statistical clue from

th.t item data as to which is the better measure of weight. The proper identificr-

tion of the function each clenter is measuring might be made intuitively from

inspection of the items in the separate clusters, but external relationships rer.r( -

sent o more dependable means of identification. Thus the factor analytic method is

vulnerable on two counts: (I) the difficulties in factoring dichotomously scorn

tt,lins and (2) adequate identification of factors without pursuit of differential,

external relationships.

If posture is allowed to vary from standing to sitting to lying dowa and if

this variation occurs at random from subject to subject and from item to iter,

whet was nonrandom noise becomes random noise. The effects of error have been
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described earlier. There is, however, an in- between condition which is more

.erious. If posture vatles from subject to subject but not from item to item, one

suiject's score msy represent a relatively pure measure of weight while another's

identical score may represent a mixture of height and weight. Again, as in the

first example, there are no internal clues. A Guttman scale can be obtained under

such conditions, for example, but information external to the measurement opera-

tion is necessary in older to identify those subjects whose measures are valid

measures of weight. Without eaparation of subjects this type of nonrandom noise

would depress validity coefficients. If subjects could be separated, however,

validity would be very high in one sub-group, quite low in another.

null/211u Complexity of Bias Factors. Although a number of teat constructitn

principles have been demonstrated by means of physical analogues, up to this point

in development there has been no precise, complete analogue for the most im-

portant reason for the use of multiple items described earlier. Before introduc-

!ng such an analogue it will be useful to return briefly to that argument.

Tests require the subject to behave on each of a number of items. An under-

lying trait or disposition to behave in certain ways is inferred from the test

Score. Yet there are myriads of possible causes for behavior. Any one bit of

behavior ra,-..y reflect the underlying disposition only in small degree. Knowledge

of any one word does not indicate very much about a disposition to know many wo,,s.

This phenomenon was described in terms of an analysis of the test score into dis-

dosition, nonerror noise, and random error components. Individual test items

contain much more variance from nonerror noise and random error than

they do from the hypothesized disposition.

A physical analogue that will illustrate Ois property can again be devised.

A test constructer without a tape measure hopes to measoire height. He also has n.

standards long enough to meet the criterion used in the first analogue example.
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de can construct items that will measure the length of toes, fingers, lower arms,

lower legs, and head; various measures of width and depth of arms, legs, flunk,

and head are possible; various circumferences can also be measured. Such items

could be dichotomous, but might even be measured by tape or calipers on the

physical scale of measurement.

The first principle to note for this analogue is that, if dichotomous, the

items would depart radically from a Outman scale. Many, many failures on easy

items after passing more difficult items would be evident. Long fingers do not

typically accompany a broad cheat. Also, for a given number of items, the stan-

dard deviation of the test scores would be lower than in previous examples for

items of similar difficulty levels and with equal amounts of error. The distri-

uutiona would be unimodal, even with minimum error in the measurement operations,

aaJ with little variability of item difficulties. Systematic noise or bias of

this type, which is typical of psychological tests, reduces mean item intercorre

lations substantially. The net effect on the test score distribution is similar

tc the effect of error. With sufficient item heterogeneity the test constructer

does not have to distribute item difficulties in order to have a useful ordinal

scale. Item difficulties clustered closely around .50 will produce a U-shaped

distribution with highly homogeneous items carefully measured, but the same distri-

bution of item difficulties with heterogeneous items carefully measured will pro-

duce a unimodal distribution of total scores.

Criteria for Item Selection. If there were an objective external criterion

af h2ight available, (a) it would be simple to obtain multiple regression weight.;

fur the set of items, (b) but under these circumstances it would be unnecessary

to measure height with a set of items. The analogue to the test is to combine

these items selectively in a linear fashion on the basis of internal data alone.
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Au equally weighted linear combination of all of the items listed wuulo ol-

doubtedly produce a score that would be rather highly correlated with height.

This score would probably be more highly correlated with height than would any one-

lf the components, but some sub-set of these items might produce an even higher

correlation. Clustering or factoring might be possible, subject to the reserve-

....ions expressed earlier about the effects of disparate item difficulties, but this

approach is far from simple. Depending upon the density of sampling of bodily

measures one might find both finger and toe length factors, a long bone factor, a

uody width factor or factors, circumference factors, etc. If only one factor is

to be used it is probable that the long bone one is most highly correlated with

,eight, but the test constructer working without this knowledge would have diffi-

culty justifying this selection. From item data alone hie grounds could only bf_,

intuitive, following inspection of the items, and the items obviously refer to

lone length and not to full stature. Furthermore, it is highly probable that the

entire set of items carries more information about height than does Ca long lgAl

subset, so the problem of the test constructer is to bring in all of the useful

information and exclude the useless information from his test.

This situation can also be viewed in terms of the factor analytic methods

with particular reference to the problem of factoring in several orders. With

the use of very large numbers of items as contemplated in this test of 1.;:ig6t,

there would probably be several first order factors defined by anatomical locati,1

and by the dimension, i. e., length, breadth, or depth, measured. These factorr

wooid contain relatively little information concerning full stature; instead they

represent mainly systematic noise. Factors more closely related to full stature

world Le found in higher orders. With many width and breadth measures along with

the measures of length, the factor in the highest order would probably represent

body vulme while stature would appear at the just lower oldsr. This complexity

cbv)(Aisty leads to a problem of factor identification e.nd a rpiclir,mtnt- or

8 (
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Hai Junctional relationships. In general, however, desired dispositions are not

first order factors.

The test constructer can proceed with simpler statistical methods, such as

item-total score correlations (internal consistency item analysis), than factor

analysis but there are several problems here. An important one concern;; the

original item pool. If it contains substantial numbers of width and depth mea-

sures, item selection by means of the total score correlations will lead to a

measure of body volume rather than of statute. Secondly, there are no criteria

for deciding at what point to exclude an item from a test. If the original item

pool is approximately correct, but if homogeneity standards are set too high, me-

wl items will be excluded; if set too low items not contributing to the measure-

ment of height, as distinguished from the correlated measures of weight, will be

included.

Test constructers frequently use the steepness of age or grade curves foi

Items administered to children as a criterion of item selection, but there are

many functions that increase with increasing age. Such age curves have been com-

monly used in the development of tests of intelligence, but their use has again

been dependent on the original item pool. Items from the pool not showing the

expected relationship with age are discarded objectively, but many, many items

that would have shown the expected relationships with age do not appear in tf..t

pool. For intelligence tests the choice of items for the pool has been based

upon theory, tradition, and availability--and not necessarily in that order of

.m.eo.tanc.a.

Without recourse to an extern11 physical measure of height the test eon.

sti,Ieter can only make use of the network of functional relationships involving

his test with measures of other functions as a check on his item selection. The

implications for item') of the functional relationships involving total scores are

quite indirect so that the change of a meSSutennnt LonStruct. b. vaLyine ;rem
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selection is a slow, arduous, and ambiguous task.

Summary of Multiple Item Function. It is hoped that the function of multiple

items, as well as the difficulties inherent in their use, has become clear. The

constructer of a psychological test has no physical measure to use as a criterion.

He measures bite of behavior (items), each of which reflects the underlying dis-

position in which he is interested only to small degree. By adding the right items

together he can build up the variance of the underlying disposition in the total

score, but he needs to reduce random error and to spread nonrandom noise as much as

possible. In the present physical analogue the teat constructer is not interested

in measuring finger or toe length as such. Instead his interest lies in their

,ability to give him a modicum of information about stature. If he includes too

many measures of finger and toe length in his stature score, there will be too

much variance present from factors in which he is not interested. Such bias may

be present in sufficient amount to mask the information about stature. By bringin),

in as many indicants of stature as possible, and varying their distribution over

the body as much as possible, the nonrandom noise while still present is minimize-.

or spread over so many functions or factors other than height that the total score

reflects height primarily.

For a psychological function such as verbal comprehension used in an earlie:

illustration the availability of a population of words from which to Sample ran6y-

ly, and in sufficient number, is a very important way in which to define the cen-

tral function or factor that one wishes to maximize in the total score. However,

'tem populations from which to sample are relatively rare; when items are invents.,

the defining of a population is at best arbitrary and at worst impossible. To

distinguish between the nonrandom variance of the disposition and of noise involves

long term research operation. The most hopeful procedure if one is restricted .1

internal evidence is factoring the intercorrelations of carefully constructed ice!
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in oders beyond the first. Much more often than not, first order factors repre-

sent systematic noise rather than the disposition in which the test construc',:er is

interested, while it is only in the second or higher order that he finds the con-

struct he is seeking to measure.

The above reasoning represents a complete break with a trnOttion of test

construction in psychology in which high item homogeneity has been nn important

goal. The traditional reasoning has been that, with high homogeneity, one could

infer that the test was measuring a unique, unitary function or factor. With

sufficiently high homogeneity, the tee' becomes a Guttman scale though this is

rarely attained. Scalabiltty of a universe of items, nevertheless, became a goal

coward which to strive.

This tradition leaves undefined the question as to how high the degree of

homogeneity should be. This represents a formal objection to the homogeneity

rodel, but the primary objection represented in this discussion involves the

nature of test items. Itema necessarily involve several kinds of components.

For certain purposes one of these can be labelled the primary disposition while

others are necessarily nonrandom noise and random error. Guttman scales are un-

obtainable except under highly restrictive, even artificial, situations.

Radical solutions should always be entertained, including the possibility

that separate Guttman scales should be constructed for each source of r.thern-:

noise, while trying to hold constant all other sources of bias. What has been

noise, in other words, becomes many tests. The feasibility of this solution is to

ser-Lous douLt, however, in terms of the sheer number of tests that would result.

ARy estimate must be labelled a guess, but it is a guess conditioned by test con-

si..uction experience of psychometricians generally as well us by psychological

aunptions concerning the number of possible sources, or causes, of responses tc

teat items. The items in ability tests that ore generally considered to be yiite
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homow.:neous typically have mean Levels of intercorrelations less than .20. xn

attitude measurement approximations to Guttman scales can be obtaineo Aith a t,44

items having very diverse item popularities (defined statistically in a fashion

.imllar to item difficulty) in which essentially the same question is asked with

lanur variations in wording. Correlations between attitude items and logical

.eversais of those items are not high. All in all, a guess that tens of thousands

of tests would be the result is not out of Line. It seems better to retain the

concept of nonerror noise and to allow test constructers freedom to broaden or

narrow it at will, and in accordance with scientific convenience, r...ther than to

impose the goal of high homogeneity on all testa.
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TABLE 1

Score Matrix Which Produce4 a Perfect

Guttman Scale

Items

a

b

1

+

+

2

+

+

3

+

+

4

+

+

5

+

+

6

+

+

7

+

+

8

+

+

9

+

0

Test Score

9

8

c + + + + + + + 0 0 7

d + + + + + + 0 0 0 6

arsons e + + 0 0 0 0 5

+ + + + 0 0 0 0 0 4

8 + + + 0 0 0 0 0 0 3

h + + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

i + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

f (Leo' ty

Level

j 0

.9

0

.8

0

.7

0

.6

0

.5

0

.4

0

.!1

0

.2

0

.1

0
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TABLE 2

Intercorrelatione of the Items in a Perfect

Guttman Scale

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 .67 .31 .41 .33 .27 .22 .17 .11

2 .77 .61 .50 .41 .33 .25 .17

3 .80 .66 .54 .43 .33 .22

4 .82 .67 .54 .41 .27

5 .82 .66 .50 .33

6 .80 .61 .41

7 .77 .51

.67

9
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TABLE 3

Score Matrix (Schematic) in Which Measurement Error

Has Been Introduced on Potentially Scalable Items

Items

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Teat Score

a + + + + + 0 + 0 + 7

b + + + + 0 0 + + 0 6

C + + + 0 + + 0 0 0 5

d + + + 0 0 + 0 + 0 5

Persons e + + 0 + + 0 + 0 0 5

f + 0 0 + + + 0 0 0 4

g + 0 + + + 0 0 0 0 4

h + + + 0 0 + 0 0 0 4

+ + 0 + 0 0 0 0 0

j 0 + + 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

Difficulty
Level

.9 .8 .7 .6 .5 .4 .3 .2 .1
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Abstract

A methodology bias been described and illustrated for obtaining an evaluation

of the importance of the factors in a particular order of factoring that does not

require factoring beyond that order. For example, one can estimate the intercor-

relations of the original measures with the perturbations of the first-order fac-

tors held constant or, the reverse, estimate the :ontribution to the intercorrela-

tions of the original measures from the first-order factors alone. Similar

operations are possible a: higher orders.
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EVALUATING THE IMPORTANCE OF FACTORS IN ANY GIVEN ORDER OF FACTORING

Lloyd G. Humphreys, Ledyard R. Tucker, and Peter Dachler

University of'Illinois, Urbana

One of us (Humphreys, 1962) has recommended hierarchical factoring of measures

of human abilities for reasons connected with a presumed gradient of importance of

factors in the reveral orders. One indication of importance is predictive

validity. Broad tests have generally higher predictive validities than narrow

tests. It is also very difficult empirically to find stable differential weights

for a variety of criteria for very narrow tests.

Valid objections can be raised to the evaluation of the importance of factors

based upon correlations with outside criteria, but by factoring in several orders

and using the Schmid-Leiman transformation (1957) to obtain a hierarchical

orthogonal factor matrix an internal criterion can be obtained. The contributions

to common factor v *riance of the several factors can be computed and compared. It

occurred to vs, however, that an internal criterion that did not involve higher

order factoring would be useful. Such a criterion is readily available.

Mathematical Development

We shall let R stand for any matrix of intercorrelations. The subscripts 0,

1, 2, etc. will designate original intercorrelations, intercorrelations of first-

order factors, intercorrelations of second-order factors, etc. Matrices of rotated

factor loadings (Harman's pattern matrices on the primary axes) will be symbolized

by P, also with appropriate subscripts. Estimated matrices are designated by the

circumflex. Thus, we have the following well known relationships:

no - 0203 a Ply; (la)

LRl - 13211 P2R2P2 (lb)
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An evaluation of the importance of the factors in a given order is obtained

by replacing the unities in the diagonal of R with the estimated commutailities of

the factors and multiplying as before. We symbolize the new matrix, which repre-

sents the estimated intercorrelations at a lower order with the perturbations of

the factors at the next higher order removed, in a fashion analogous to partial

correlations. Thus we have:

R
0.1

7
1

(R
1 1

62) P1 (2a)

1.2
P
2

(R
2

-
2

P2 (2b)

Other matrices of interest can be derived immediately from the above. The

direct contribution of the first-order factors, in contrast to the control of their

effects, is given by the following:

r

R0

^2 '

1120'1 R0.1 P1U1P1
-1

t211 k.2 P2U2P2

(3a)

(3b)

These direct contributions of the factors can be designated as 14
0-

and
.2,3..k

R
1.3..k

also in a fashion analogous to vatial correlations to indicate that the

effects of higher order factors have been removed. Thus the entries in the matrix

indicate the contributions of the first order factors only to theR
0.2,3..k

correlations among the original measures. It also follows that R0.1
U0,

which represents another example of the symbolism.

"
It has been suggested that low U

2
values for factors may be obtained when

there is substantial capitalization upon chance (Horn, 1966), or when rotations

have been contrived to force data into a particular structure (Humphreys, 1967).

U2Low values of U can also be obtained legitimately and objectively from the nature

of the data. Whatever the basis may be, if tae matrices of contribution to corre-

lations obtained in the fashion of Formula 3a contain values close to zero, the

first order factors in question can be considered relatively unimportant. A "real"
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factor may make only a minor contribution to covariation. A similar statement may

A
be made for R,

OO2 lior. ,

and second order factors.

It is possible to estimate communalities for factors in the several ways that

one estimates communalities for the original measures, but under certain conditions

squared multiples have much to recommend them. Multiple correlations, depending

as they do on the entire matrix of intercorrelations, are morn stable than many

other communality estimates. Although squared multiples are lower bound estimates

only in the population of observations and approach "true" communalities only 'is

the population of measures is approached, they tend not to be seriously in error

when the number of measures, or factors as in the present case, is moderately large

and when the number of observations is much larger.

When the use of squared multiples is appropriate, it is unnecessary to factor

in a higher order in order to use formulas 2 and 3 in evaluating factor importance.

es2

Thus the error of estimate variance, symbolized as S
2
, can be substituted for U

in formulas 2 and 3.

R
0.1

= P
1

(R
1

S2) P (4)

1
2

11.2,3..k = PIS P
1

(5)

We can now, in turn, let V = PS, which leads to the following relationship:

R
0.2,3..k VI V1

(6)

The matrix V contains the projection of the measures on the normals to the

hyperplanes (Harman's reference vector structure). Consequently, these projections

can also be used to evaluate the contributions of the factors. Small correlations

with the reference vectors of measures of high communality indicate that the

important factors are in a higher order.

Illustrations of the Procedures

In order to illustrate these procedures we turned to published data. The
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Adkins and Lyerly analysis of reasoning tests (1952) contains sufficient numbers

of factors in the first order to allow use of squared multiples as communality

estimates. The same is true of the first-order factors in Cattell's study of fluid

and crystallized ability (1963).

It is not feasible to present large estimated intercorrelational matrices.

Other indices must be found. Distributions of the diagonals of the several

matrices constitute one compact way of describing the contributions of first order

and higher order factors. Intercorralations of selected variables can also be

shown as more concrete illustrations of the effects of first and higher order

factors.

Table 1 contains the distributions described above along with means and

standard deviations. The first order factors in the Adkins and Lyerly data are

responsible for a higher percentage of the variance than the first order factors

in the Cattell data. It should also be borne in mind in interpreting these re-

sults that the available communality would ordinr "v be spread over many more

first-order factors than all higher order factors combined. Furthermore, several

of the Cattell first-order factors are specifics so that diagonals on R0.2,3...k

are, in a sense, inflated.

The lesser importance of Cattell's first-order factors, it should also be

noted, is not critical with respect to his conclusions. His study was designed

for higher order factoring. In other studies, however, in which the first-order

factors are of prime importance to the investigator, the technique here being

illustrated is a desirable, even necessary, check on the conclusions reached.

In both of the two sets of data the correlation between the two estimates of

the diagonal is only moderately negative. This means that the effects of control-

ling first-order factk,rs or higher order factors are far from homogeneous with
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respect to the measures. Subsets of measures are differentially affected by

factors in the several orders. Table 2, for example, contains estimated and ob-

tained intercorrelations of selected verbal tests from Adkins and Lyerly.

Obtained correlations are below the diagonal while the estimated contributions to

the correlations of first-order factors alone and higher order factors alone are

above the diagonal. Within each cell above the diagonal the upper value repre-

sents R
0.2 3..k'

the lower value R0.1. Thus we see that the intercorrelations of

the verbal tests in this analysis tend to be explained more by higher order factors

than by first-order factors.

Table 3 contains similar data for the Primary Mental Ability measures used by

Cattell. First-order factors contribute only to the correlations between the

parallel forms while the higher order factors account, as one would expect, for the

intercorrelations of the different tests. The Fluency test for which no parallel

form was available defined a specific factor in the Cattell analysis. This is

clearly seen in the correlations presented. Furthermore, 39 of the possible 40

correlations with other variables in the full R
0.2,3..k

matrix are smaller than

.10 for the Fluency measure, and the fortieth is less than .20.
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Summary and Conclusions

A methodology has been described and illustrated for obtaining an evaluation

of the importance of the factors in a particular order of factoring that does not

require factoring beyond that order. For example, one can estimate the inter-

correlations of the original measures with the perturbations of the first-order

factors held constant or, the reverse, estimate the contribution to the inter-

correlations of the original measures from the first-order factors alone. Similar

operations are possible at higher orders.

An estimate of communali:j of the factors at a given level is required in

order to estimate correlations at the lower level. When many factors are involved,

squared multiples can be used for this purpose. Under these circumstances, also

the importance of the factors can be gauged by the size of the correlations of the

original measures, or factors, with the reference vector structure for those

measures or factors.
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Table 1

Distributions of Diagonal Valued in R0.1 and R0.20...k

from Two Separate Analyses

65

Adkins and Lyerly (1952)

R0.10.1
R
0.2,3...k

1

0.1

Cattell (1963)

R
0.2,3...k

60 1 1

55 1 0

50 1 2 1

45 1 6 5

40 3 13 2 4

35 7 14 4 5

30 9 16 8 6

25 7 5 15 9

20 13 5 7 7

15 9 2 2 3

10 5 3

05 3

00 5

-05 2

-10 0

-15 1

X .22 .37 .28 .33

S .13 .10 .10 .11
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Table 2

Comparison of Obtained and Estimated Intercorrelations

of Selected Verbal Tests from Adkins and Lyerly (1952)*

49 50 59 60 61 62

49 Reading 1 30 26 21 21 44
32 32 38 36 29

50 Reading 2 65 21 21 23 27

36 38 37 33

59 Verbal Analogies 57 54 17 20 28
41 41 34

60 Verbal Classification 1 58 59 58 30 21

48 41

61 Verbal Classification 2 56 60 61 87 21

40

62 Vocabulary 74 65 65 63 62

* Measures are numbered as in Adkins and Lyerly. Entries below the

diagonal are observed intercorrelations; the upper one of the pair of

entries above the diagonal is from R0.2,3..k (first order factor

contributions), and the lower one is from R0.1 (higher order factor

contributions).
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Table 3

Intercorrelations of PMA Measures

from Cattell (1963)*

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 Verbal 1 48 04 05 00 02 -02 -02 08

38 27 26 43 39 36 34 36

2 Verbal 2 86 00 00 00 02 00 -02 09
29 28 43 40 39 36 37

3 Space 1 30 30 53 -02 00 -04 01 05

26 24 24 19 13 20

4 Space 2 32 27 79 -03 03 -04 01 05

25 23 20 14 16

5 Reasoning 1 41 42 21 23 40 02 04 03

38 41 41 34

6 Reasoning 2 42 41 25 25 77 -02 01 05

39 38 30

7 Numerical 1 34 37 23 16 40 37 44 04
33 39

8 Numerical 2 32 33 19 14 43 39 78 04

36

9 Fluency 44 45 17 22 36 33 42 40

* Entries below the diagonal are observed intercorrelations; the upper

one of the pair of entries above the diagonal is from R0.2,3..k (first

order factor contributions), and the lower one is from R0.1 (higher order

factor contributions).
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Abstract

A major conclusion of the 1947 Scottish survey of intelligence was

that there had been a gain since 1932 on the group test but no gain

on the individual Stanford-Binet test. This conclusion is marred,

however, by the use of regression methods of equating the 1916 and 1937

editions of the individual test for which only 89 cases were available.

Avoidance of the sample of 89 cases who had been administered both

editions of the individual test by the use of the equipercentile method

of equation reveals parallel gains fo: ^, -s the group and the individual

test. There is no need to qualify the conclusion that a small in..

crease in intelligence among Scottish school children occurred between

1933 and 1947.

1 0 7



Footnote to the Scottish Survey of Intelligence

Lloyd G. Humphreys

University of Illinois

The results of the 1947 Scottish survey of intelligence (Scottish Council

for Research in Education, 1949) were somewhat ambiguous, as reported, with

respect to a gain in intelligence between 1932 and 1947. The group test, which

was the principal survey instrument, showed a gait. The 1916 and the 1937 editions

of the Stanford-Binet were also administered in 1933 and 1947, respectively, to

500 or more students of each sex. When the two editions were equated, by a

procedure which will be described briefly below, the authors reported a slight

loss for girls. Overall the mean intelligence quotients were almost precisely

the same. The conflict in results between the group test and the individual tests

has sometimes been interpreted as meaning that "real" intelligence did not change.

The procedures used in equating the two versions of the individual test are,

however, open to question. First, the authors used a regression method for

equating group and individual test scores separately for the two sexes. Then they

used a regression method for equating the scores on the separate individual tests.

The equation of group to individual test involved 500 or more of the special cases

for each sex, but the final equation of the two individual tests involved only 89

cases of both sexes combined.

A good case can be made against the regression method of equating scores on

two tests each of which is supposedly measuring basically the same function. In

even better case can be made for forgetting about the 89 cases who had been given

both versions of the individual test and base the equation of the two on their

relationship to the group test. An N of 1000 ar more for this step in the proce-

dure has clear advantages over an N of 89 but use of the large N requirea the

equipercentile method of conversion.
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There are advantages to the use of the equipercentile method over and beyond

its applicability to the data based upon the large N. 't requires only ordinal

scales of measurement and is thus independent of the shape of the regression. It

is also independent of attentuation in the slope of the regression introduced by

measurement error. It does require the assumption that the two measures are

equally valid measures cf the trait, but the regression method requires a different

and at least equally difficult assumption that one of the two measures can be

considered the criterion measure of the trait.

Table 1 contains ccmparable scores for boys and girls for each level of the

group test on the 1916 and 1937 editions of the Stanford-Binet. Also included

are the differences between the intelligence quotients for each level of the group

test. When these differences are weighted by their respective Ns and averaged,

it is seen that the mean difference in intelligence quotients for boys between

the 1916 and 1937 editions is 3.14 units. The comparable figure for girls is

-.99. There is clearly an interaction between sex and the two editions of the

Stanford-Binet when the conversion is based upon the group test common to both

testing periods. This same interaction is also seen in the results from the 6-day

sample in which girls are slightly superior to boys on the group test and signi-

ficantly inferior to boys on the 1.137 revision. For some reason, Scottish girls

seemed to be at a relative disadvantage on the revised Stanford-Binet in spite of

the near equality of the sexes in the standardization samples. The latter were,

of course, drawn entirely from the United States.

There are two ways in which the equipercentile method can be applied. Equi-

percentile conversions can be computed between the group test and each individual

test, and then the individual tests can be converted to each other. Alternatively,

the plIblished regression conversions of individual test on group test can be
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accepted, but an equipercentile conversion can be substituted for the: published

regress!on conversion between the two individual tests. The latter will be

designated the "mixed" method.

Table 2 presents the published data on group test and the regression conver-

sions of the individual tests in the first three numbered rows. These data are

followed by equipercentile conversions computed by the present writer. The means

in lines 2 and 4 which represent different estimates of the population I. Q.s on

the individual tests are generally comparable thoug.. the equipercentile values

are somewhat lower. This difference is a regression phenomenon, arising from the

lack of perfect correlation between group and individual test. Conversions of

1916 I. Q.5 into lf'37 J. Q.s are contained in lines 3, 5, and 7. The two year,-

tions of the equipercentile method are in general agreement in showing a gain in

I. Q. for girls, but both depart radically from the regression results. Further-

more, when the 1932 results are presented in the units of the 1937 revision of the

Stanford-Binet (lines 6 and 8), the discrepancy between the results for the two

sexes is very marked.

The weak conclusion that can be drawn from this analysis is that the previoy,

outcome of no gain on an individual test of intelligence between 1932 and 1947 is

questiorable since a different and supportable methodology demonstrate3 a gain.

The strong conclusion, which accepts the superiority of the equipercentile

methodology for problems of this type, is that gains on group and individual tests

are approximately parallel and that the gain was greater for girls than for boys.

From the latter point of view there is no need to qualify the conclusion that a

small increase in intelligence among Scottish school children occurred between

1933 and 1947. One is strongly tempted, furthermore, to p.edict that the gain

would have been larger without the disrupting effects en education of World Vat- IT.

1 1 0
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Even so the results are well in line with Tuddenhamis clemonstration of an increase

in intelligence among men in the United States between World War I and World War

II (1948).

1 1 1
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Table 1

Equivalent Scores on the 1916 and 1937 Editions of

the Stanford-Binet for Various Levels of the Group Test

Boys

Group test 1937 ed. 1916 cd. Difference 1937 ed.

Girls

1916 ed. Difference

69.5 167.83 149.17 18.66 154.50 149.50 5.00

64.5 151.17 140.12 11.05 149.50 139.50 10.00

59.5 134.50 128.46 6.04 133.71 132.50 1.21

54.5 125.02 121.53 3.69 122.68 119.71 2.97

49.5 116.06 112.94 3.12 113.72 112.36 1.38

44.5 108.46 106.37 2.09 107.10 107.05 .05

39.5 103.06 100.48 3.48 99.27 100.01 -.74

34.5 100.11 95.33 4.78 94.01 94.21 -.20

29.5 95.77 90.88 4.89 88.43 90.22 -1.79

24.5 89.85 87.38 2.47 82.68 86.17 -3.49

19.5 85.96 85.26 .70 79.27 82.28 -3.01

14.5 82.09 81.57 .52 75.52 79.05 -3.53

9.5 77.71 77.71 .00 72.17 75.41 -3.24

4.5 73.79 71.64 2.15 67.23 7U.05 -2.82

-.5 54.50 54.50 .00 49.50 64.50 -15.00

Weighted Mean Difference 3.14 -.99
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Table 2

Summary of Results for 1932 and 1947

1932

Boys

1947 1932

Girls

1947

(1) Group Test 34.503 35.880 34.409 37.622

Regression Conversions
(2) Individual on Group 99.86 103.68 98.56 100.75

(3) 1916 on 1937 100.48 97.89

Equipercentile Conversions
(4) Group to Individual 98.29 103.52 97.67 100.61

(5) 1937 to 1916 99.91 101.49

(5) 1916 to 1937 101.70 96.33

Mixed Conversions*
(7) 1937 to 1916 100.54 101.74

(3) 1916 to 1937 103.00 97.57

*Utilizes the regression conversion of each individual test on the group test

(line 2) as the first step, but uses an equipercentile conversion as the second

step.
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